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Robotic Identity. Multimedia Fashion Shows By
Hussein Chalayan

Alexandra Purcaru

From July 5 to December 11, the

Parisian Musée des Arts Decoratifs

hosted the exhibition Récits de mode

of designer Hussein Chalayan. The

visitors of this exhibition don’t belong

to the category of female followers

who follow the latest trends and

haute couture and move around in

groups of cutting-edge young

designers sketching clothes on their

Moleskine.

People coming to this exhibit consist

of a well educated audience attending

art galleries one can easily seen inside

the cubic space of the FIAC-

International Contemporary Art Fair,

the hype galleries of the Frieze Art

Fair, or ones at the International

Pavilions of the Biennale, or even the

Arduino cards of a hacker space. It is

an atypical audience that can be

recognizes in Chalayan fashion shows.

In fact, his fashion shows look more

like an experimental art exhibition

that traditional fashion shows. 

Hussein Chalayan was born in Nicosia

in 1970, he first studied in Cyprus, than

moved to London in 1993 and

graduated in Fashion Design at St.

Martin’s College of Art and Design.

The following year he created his own

fashion house and made his debut in

the London scene – then dominated

by Alexander McQueen and John

Galliano. His first collection was titled

Buried dresses: the clothes were

buried in his garden for three months

before the show. Processes such as

oxidation, metamorphosis, change,

and alteration of the fabric have

become part of his expressive palette

since the beginning locating him

among the most controversial, brave

and stubborn artists existing in the

scene.
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Husseyn Chalayan is a multimedia

artist, who distinguish himself among

other designers for his explorations of

media as diverse as sculpture, design

and film locating them in direct

connection to current political, social

and economic events, and those that

marked his childhood. His fashion

shows are multi-sensory installations

where sound, light, and sensors play a

role as important as the body itself.

The clothes he crafts don’t make you

want to wear them, but to travel and

be transported elsewhere, as in the

case of the Airmail dress. His

imagination and vision of fashion

project the viewer into a futuristic

dimension a la Kubrick, where one

feels more like flying aboard the

“Discovery” than attending a show.

His shows immerse you into a

dimension where the sense of

movement and speed are attached to

the concept of migration and exile, as

it is evident in the Airplane dress. The

dress is entirely made of fiberglass. Its

form and matter mimics the structure

of an airplane, a element often found

in the collections of the artist.
Airplane dress is also the title of a film

in black and white written and

designed by Hussein Chalayan in 1998

as a protest against the bombing of

Iraq on that same year.

The voice of a muezzin overlaps with

the taking off of the aircraft while a

dummy rotates on itself wearing an

aerodynamic skirt that opens and

closes, reproducing the rhythm of the

takeoff and landing of the aircraft.As

Chalayan himself claims “the design is

a wish or a curse that casts the

garment and its wearer in a time warp

through historical periods, like a

sudden tumble through the sediment

of an archaeological dig”. [1]

The exhibition at the Musée des Arts

Decoratifs invites visitors to embark

on this journey through the artist’s

creativity. On the first floor of the

museum, the emphasis is on topics

such as religion, politics, freedom, as

we see in Between (Spring – Summer
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1998), a collection that explores the

concept of worship and identity. What

is interesting is not only the final

outcome, that is the catwalk, but also

the creative process that forms and

creates the collection.

Chalayan is an all-round artist who

went from short films to sketches,

form performances to installations. In
Between, for example, he explores the

concept of worship and deconstructs

the way we define our territory in

terms of belief systems. Before

presenting the spring-summer

collection he prepared a sort of

installation on a beach in East Sussex,

where the above theme is explored by

displaying nude models, equipped

with ropes and poles, to demarcate

the area surrounding their body.

Through this study, Chalayan shows

how the religious code may remove a

person’s identity. The same concept is

then taken up on stage, where one

can see models whose head is entirely

covered by capsule-like structures, a

barrier set between the seen and

unseen, between the head and the

rest of the body, between what is

naked and what is covered. By doing

this, the artist questions the notion of

identity that can be easily erased

when the face is hidden.

Husseyn Chalayan brings to the stage

models wearing structures that look

like reflective frames, allowing the

viewer to see herself. He then closes

the show with six models dressed in

black chadors of various lengths, the

first of which leaves the catwalk

completely naked, wearing only a

small yashmak on her face. The others

wear chador increasingly hiding more

parts of their naked bodies. Chalayan

does not use nudity as an erotic

component, he rather introduces the

idea of the alien turning the whole

body into an erotic entity.

In Before minus now (Spring –

Summer 2000) the artist is interested

in phenomena such as magnetism,

growth and erosion, focusing on the

metamorphosis that is able to create

new shapes and volumes. Since his

early studies, Chalayan‘s situates

himself on the borderline between

architecture, design and fashion,

crafting clothes made of resin, fiber

glass, paper, Tyvek, wood and

microchips.

The artist creates and recreates the

dilemma of location against

5
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destination, of traditions against

modern world, of identity of the body

against robotics, and finally East

against West. His works are not the

result of a collage, but rather engage

with precise historical events,

concepts or moral traditions that unify

the East and the West, or more

generally the sender and the receiver,

as in the Airmail dresses. A dress that

is simply a dress, whose goal is not to

transform a story ceases to be

attractive.

Hussein Chalayan as a child dreamt of

becoming a pilot. In his dreams, the

table became a city embedding a

small strip that he used as a runway

for landing and taking off, and pieces

of folded paper stood for the aircraft.Cartesia
 (Autumn – Winter 1994) is his

first commercial collection that

alludes to the paper airplanes he

created as a child.  The first tests were

made of paper, but the folds had the

drawback of quickly deteriorating the

surface.

Chalayan needed to work with an

indestructible material and found

Tyvek, a kind of synthetic paper.Airmail dress

 was presented in Paris in

1999, the same venue now hosting the

exhibition. The artist presented this

collection of dresses in Tyvek placed

in an envelope ready to be shipped,

transforming the concept of content-

container.

In Panoramic (Autumn – Winter 1998)

Chalayan starts from a sequence of

photographs of landscapes that he

transforms in abstract pictures so as

to make impossible to recognize really

exiting locations. The images are

transformed into immense colored

pixels that evoke a fantasy world. In

this framework, the designer intends

to explore the language and its limits.

The collection brings to the stage

ethnic costumes, uniforms, hybrid

clothes that blend the individual with

the surroundings and transform her

into an anonymous being.

What does it feel to realize a uniform

to celebrate an invented ritual and a

national dress for a country that does

not exist? Panoramic is a kind of

nursery rhyme about clothes as a

territorial claim, and reminds of the

stories by Italo Calvino. New identities

can be described and worn, new

codes can be invented, new colors

can be introduced, we are free to

create.   The fashion show ends with

models holding huge colorful cubes
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that are nothing more than a direct

reference to the pixel as one of the

funding ideas of Panoramic.

This collection also stands out

because it contains the conclusion of

Ludwig Wittgenstein Tractatus: what
can be said at all can be said clearly,
and what we cannot talk about we
must pass over in silence.  Panoramic
plays with the lenguage limits, so the

artist concerns to privilage the visual

rather than the verbal.  We can try to

define things through language, but

the interest of Chalayan is to create

things that cannot be described.

On the second floor the journey deals

with technology, the movement of

the body and above all the change of

functionality in clothes controlled by

the person wearing them. A striking

example is the “remote control dress”

(exposed to the Judith Clark Costume

Gallery in 2002) made of resin and

fiber glass (like Aeroplane dress) that

is transformed at the touch of a

remote control. Through this process

Chalayan enacts an artificial

metamorphosis of the body.

Through Genometrics, Chalayan

approaches scientific laboratories and

analyzes chromosomes and DNA

through a program that he developed

himself. The basic idea is to study how

different individuals living in London

adapt to the life of the city depending

on the reaction of their DNA to the

London soundscape. The program

allows to map every letter of the DNA

sequence of a person onto the surface

of the dress. Each letter is then

configured to meet a certain sound

frequency. When the garment is

exposed to sound input it generates

specific sounds and patterns that are

then “frozen” and reproduced in

materials resembling tapestries. From

this sound experiment Chalayan

created sculptural jackets, helmets

resembling Persian rugs and skeins of

cotton.

In his creations, the movement is

embedded in the fabric and the

structure of the clothes. There is

always a dynamic movement linked to

his clothes. The viewer has the

impression that the clothes in his

collections have arrived or have been

through something else before

landing on the scene. In his hands,

clothes lose their length, they change

their volume, they become projection

surfaces and they acquire identity.

The feeling you have is that clothes
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could then work even without the

body: they are equipped with

batteries, motors and integrated

circuits that enable them to direct,

orient and control every change in

detail.

What to expect from Chalayan

upcoming collections? Perhaps in the

future we will be projected in a

universe in which we will only wear

clothes equipped with microchips

that set the density of the tissue to

match body temperature, or clothes

that integrate sensors that allows

them to react directly to the

emotional state of those who will

wear them. For now, if you want to

see the exhibition, the advice is to

take a plane and wear warm clothes.

http://www.husseinchalayan.com/

http://www.lesartsdecoratifs.fr/

Notes

[1] – the design is a wish or a curse

that casts the garment and its wearer

in a time warp through historical

periods, like a sudden tumble through

the sediment of an archaeological dig
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Mischer’traxler. Naturally Combined Design
Pasquale Napolitano

Katharina Mischer and Thomas Traxler

(Mischer’Traxler) design and develop

collections of objects and conduct

experimental research into design , by

adopting a conceptual approach.

These two designers love

experimenting, analyzing and creating

in a fully autonomous way, by

devising concepts, systems and views,

rather than single and simple

products. Their works, by becoming

part of a sustainable perspective of

needs, ask us to pay greater attention

to ethics.

After graduating at Design Academy

of Eindhoven in June 2008 and

cooperating for several years, in 2009

they finally settled in Vienna (their

working headquarters). Their works

were exhibited at various international

design festivals, besides many pre-

eminent art museums as Design

Museum of London, where in 2010

they exhibited “The Idea of a Tree” for

Designs of the Year (they made the

shortlist, while their “Limited Fungi”

shelf became part of Droog

collection).

These designers also exhibited at Art

Institute of Chicago, at MAK of Vienna

and at Designhuis of Eindhoven.

During the “Salone del Mobile 2011” ,

they received the prestigious

Designer of the Future Award from W

Hotel and Design Miami/Basel). For

this exhibition the Austrian duo

developed a “self-built” textile

machine, able to directly translate the

luminous intensity of the sun through

a mechanical device, whose

production process works in an

autonomous way, as in

photosynthesis. This machine

produces from dawn to dusk and its

output is a distinctive and unique

artwork able to function as daily

record , where we can see the

increase/decrease of the sun

luminous intensity in that very

location on Earth. “Like a tree, the

object becomes a three-dimensional

record of its creation process.”
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In Mischer’Traxler’s work we can

notice their trademark: designing

production processes that combine

nature input with mechanics through

a new way of looking at objects,

which in turn mirror the place where

they are produced . As I said before,

”Recorder One” machine starts

producing when the sun arises and

stops when the sun sets . After sunset,

the finished object can be “harvested”:

it slowly grows, by polling threads

through a colouring device, a glue

basin, and finally wind them around in

mould. 

The length/height of the resulting

object depends on the hours of sun

during the day. The thickness of its

layer and the colour depend on the

intensity of sun-energy. (more sun =

thicker layer and paler colour; less sun

= thinner layer and darker colour.

Working in this way, every single

cloud and/or shadow are the key to

the look of the final object.) “The Idea

of a Tree” is no criticism of industrial

production, rather its aim consists in

showing the creative possibilities of

alternative energy sources, thus

proving “how products can be

influenced by environment and

natural rhythms.”

Furthermore, a perfect balance

between artifact and technology

characterize the Austrian duo’s works.

This kind of equilibrium gives birth to

new production methods inspired by

environmental sustainability and

nature observation. Thus,

Mischer’Traxler’s view combines

creation with dialectic by unusually

correlating maker, object and

consumer.

I had the pleasure of seeing their

extraordinary work during the

Naturally Combined workshop,

organized by Riot Studio of Neaples

and Marco Petroni. During these four

days participants had been working

on how developing nature elements,

by creating a kind of design applicable

to everyday life in relation to the

distinctive phases of the cycles of

nature. In this way, they had the

possibility to face together the

environment and nature of a

Mediterranean city.
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Here is the manifesto drawn up by

Mischer’Traxler, which they followed

in their workshop activity: “We’re two

complementary human beings who

influence one another during the

working process. We develop and

design together products, pieces of

furniture, exhibitions and much more,

by often focusing on experimental

and conceptual design. We examine,

experiment, analyse and refuse.

Working in this direction, we’re trying

to observe what surrounds us and

people’s habits, in order to draw our

conclusions and ask new questions.

Why? and, What’s the purpose? are

our main questions before starting a

new project. All this often translates

into general concepts, views, views’

systems, rather than into single and

simple products. On the contrary, the

question: And if…? leads to new

interpretations and allows us to

develop whole production processes

and different approaches depending

on various possibilities”[1].

But the really incredible aspect of

their work lies – according to me – in

their methodology. All the processes

developed by these two designers are

completely unconventional, in their

approach. In fact, their processes

express some forma mentis,

according to which design needs to

focus more on the systems than on

the products: “We’ve focused our

attention on production process –

they tell us – by creating a production

experience that looks on nature as a

self-sufficient dimension. It’s obvious

that thinking and designing in harness

with nature, we’ve consequently

declared our ethical and sustainable

intentions of design”[2].

Their work is also characterized by

meticulous observation of the

processes of nature , thus channeling

it into their design dynamics and

keeping an “environmentalist” eye on

sustainability. “We consider our work –

they add – as a result of new

combinations of two or more

components (e.g. new findings,

interesting materials, or innovative

techniques, ideas and thoughts).

Reference to nature is based on

intuition, instinct and inspiration

coming from wildlife observation.

All these elements merge all-in-one to

give – in our opinion – an extremely

charming sense. Katharina is charmed

by nature systems, symbioses and

environmental cycles, while Thomas
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watches and learns from nature

naivety and from its structures and

solutions. We debate together various

subjects and try to develop them as

projects. Most of our work comes to

life from the observation of nature”[3].

Many of Mischer’Traxler’s products

are unique pieces with some aesthetic

appeal of industrial products, thanks

to a series of micro-variations deriving

from the distinctive feature of

environment and to the uniqueness of

the particular moment. All of this

raises significant questions on mass

production. “Art and design are

brother and sister – Katharina Mischer

and Thomas Traxler tell me – although

they’re different and correlated.

Maybe art does have a more

emotional nature and design, on the

contrary, a rational and practical

one”[4].

In the “Reversed Volumes”project for

example (bowls realized by capturing

the imprint of fruits or vegetables),

the space between containers and

fruits/vegetables is filled with

ceramic, so that bowls can preserve

their imprint. This process makes

every single bowl unique of its kind,

like the fruits/vegetables used. This is

the reason why every bowl is a unique

piece although it comes from a

mechanical reproduction process.

In “Real Limited” we notice an

analogous situation, explained to us

by the artists themselves: “ Real

Limited, in its production of a

particular type of products, which

mirror the restraints imposed by

human beings and pure nature, draws

its inspiration from the “limited

edition” idea, from customs, as

languages and dialects, from

handcraft,… The main idea consists in

starting to revitalize them or, where it

isn’t directly possible, to interpret

their use. “Real Limited” has to be the

proof that design can be functional,

good and beautiful, not only for the

look of its final objects, but also for

the idea conveyed by the latter”[5].

For example, in their first “Real

Limited” project, some endangered

species were translated into “limited

edition” products. Each product, or

product element, represents a living

being. “A share of the revenues from

limited editions sales is donated to

the environmental projects that are

trying to protect selected species –

Katharina and Thomas explain to me –

and the idea is that of reproducing
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new limited editions over the years,

by mirroring then the development of

species. If the number of people

grows, the number of editions grows

too. Until now, the result of this

process is “Limited Fungi” shelf and

“Limited Months” lamp” [6].

The latter represents a rare species of

an Austrian moth made of copper.

Every single object of this series is

numbered and refers to a type of

existing moth. Thus, each lamp is a

unique piece and its number directly

comes from nature itself. “Our intent

consists – the two designers conclude

– in trying to protect this endangered

species: in some years it will be

possible to produce another lamp by

shifting from limited to unlimited”.

http://www.mischertraxler.com/

Notes:

[1] Dagli atti del Workshop Naturally

Combined, Pei’s Kitchen edizioni,

intervista a cura di Marco Petroni.

[2] Ivi.

[3] Ivi.

[4] Ivi.

[5] Ivi.

[6] Ivi.
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Designing Complexity. Remarks About Design
Modeling Symposium

Sabina Barcucci

Contemporary Design perfectly fits

this definition: the consequences of

Information Technology for big

architectural systems have to cross

huge amounts of digital data with

new design methodologies and

revolutionary techniques of material

production. The third edition of

Design Modelling Symposium, held in

Berlin at the Universität der Künste

Berlin (UDK) from 7th to 12th October,

turned into a privileged observatory of

the challenge that researchers and

designers from disparate fields are

facing in the attempt to control these

complex systems.

During these two days of workshops,

lectures and master classes the

participants – led by leading

representatives of institutions, firms

and research groups as Autodesk,

Buro Happold, Live Architecture

Network, Institute for Advanced

Architecture of Catalonia, Princeton

University, Evolute GmbH - could

experience some of the most state-

of-the-art methodologies of Digital

Design at first hand. In the next three

days of very full lectures, we saw a

string of many of the main theorists

and designers of Parametric Design,

such as Robert Aish (Autodesk),

Enrico Dini (D-Shape), Neil Katz

(SOM), Arnold Walz (Design to

Production), David Rutten (Mc Neel).

Joannis Zonitsas, one of the

symposium’s curator along

with Christoph Gengnagel and

Norbert Palz, invited us as observers.

We had been discussing for a long

time how to structure this article, and
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finally we agreed to write a dialogue.

According to us, a classic report

wouldn’t make much sense, since it

wouldn’t be able to depict the

complexity arisen from almost forty

meetings held during the symposium.

In order to write an article for

Digimag, we preferred stressing some

of the main subjects of the

Symposium, by interpreting them

from a not necessarily expert’s point

of view, and by putting the difference

between Bertram’s view (sociologist

who deals with the social implications

of Digital Technologies) and Sabina’s

one (designer who’s devoting herself

to a mapping of Digital Design

methodologies) to good use.

Bertram Niessen: one of the things

that has struck me the most during

the Symposium was the parallelism

between the new centrality of data

within the process of material

production and the general

transformations of the information

society. I’ve been thinking about this

passage for a long time, i.e., as far

digital handcraft and peer-to-peer

material production concern; but I

hadn’t ever fully realized that it’s

playing out even in the architecture

field.

The fact that information is now at the

centre of attention is one of the main

changes into the social, cultural and

manufacturing systems, in which by

means of radically new tools we’re

now able to collect quantitative and

qualitative data, from social networks

to every type of sensors. API

(Application Programming Interface)

makes the real time exchange of data

among a variety of platforms and

programs worldwide possible.

Furthermore, object libraries for

programming make the analysis and

the design through software more

and more accessible, by steadily

opening new scenarios even for those

categories (artists, designers,

researchers) who don’t traditionally

deal with IT in their work.

As API makes the exchange among

different programs easier, new User

Interface design are revolutionizing

the way in which human beings can

intervene on machines, by turning the

cognitive models of design and

production.

We can better observe these changes

in the immaterial field, because the

widespread use of social networks is
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making us aware of the ubiquity of

data and of its complexity. The

material production, however, is

becoming more and more “data-

centered” too: Parametric and

Computational Design takes huge

amounts of data into consideration

and manages them through new

complex methodologies.

In this case the ongoing change is less

evident: we’re used – on a social level

– to take material production for

granted, we’re talking about a series

of processes which materialize in the

shape of objects or architectures,

about them we aren’t so much able to

develop critical thinking, and of which

we aren’t so aware yet.

According to me, the Symposium was

useful to uncover “the Veil of Maya”,

which hides the ongoing

transformation of data and production

material from the outsiders.

The Modelling Hyperboloid Sound

Scattering lecture by Jane Burry, for

example, appealingly proved how the

production of prototypes for sound

dispersion in music theatres can be

approached, by correlating

computational analysis, huge

amounts of data and digital handcraft.

It deals with practices already

widespread for some years into the

state-of-the-art engineering and

architecture field, but to an outside

observer seem to be almost “magic”

visions of how information is taking a

material shape into the physical

world.

Sabina Barcucci: this is only a

foretaste of technological innovation

brought by Parametric Architecture. If

we look beyond the external or

technological features that contribute

to material production, we can notice

the centrality gained by this process

in Contemporary Design.

In the practice we see that this

centrality is the consequence of a

need linked to the complexity level of

new technologies. From one hand, we

find some collaborations, that is to say

different groups of people, living in

different countries worldwide, work

through the Web on a same large-

scale project (called “large-scale

concurrent design”), where the

demand of updates and

interrelationships couldn’t work

through standard tools. On the

contrary, the use of management

tools which speak the same language
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of the complexity they have to deal

with, is needed, so that they can

trigger off multi-authorship of the

final handiwork.

Another element that distinguishes

new architecture from the “old one” is

optimization. We’re talking about

“Building Information Modeling” (BIM),

i.e., about shapes and structures

managed by numeric data, it’s

humanly hard to give an objective

preference to, if not maybe to their

purely aesthetic aspects.

It’s hard to tell what’s going to work

better between an optimized

interface according to the energy

consumption of its components, and a

system that optimizes in greater

percentage the reduction of shadows

cast by architecture on the context it

will have to be installed in. Decisions

base almost totally on the entirety of

the aspects related to the huge

amounts of interlinked data, BIM

architecture relies on. It’s possible to

assess its potential only through

software that can grasp its results on

the whole.

This scenario consists in a software

package which manages individuals

and the complexity of designing and

manufacturing contents. This package

is linked to another platform able to

assess the handiwork on its whole,

and to address it every time during all

the process stages. Here we can find

the new centrality of the process I

was talking about before. Keeping the

swarm of data, individuals and

updates that together give birth to a

handiwork, is the biggest effort to

make.

Bertram Niessen: “Complexity and

Responsibility – Computational

Processes and the Physical Production

of Space” was the Symposium’s topic

of this year. Unfortunately, we

couldn’t attend all the meetings, but

after reading what was written into

the proceedings, I feel the need to

clear up a doubt that cannot wait.

When I take a close look at

Computational Design development, I

feel ambivalent about it: from one

hand, I’m thrilled about its seemingly

endless possibilities, from the other,

I’m afraid that a hyperspecialization

can cause a new kind of myopia, as far

the whole meaning of the

architectonic production concerns.

By observing communities’ practices
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as regards Digital Design into the

networks, there’s no lack of some

encouraging examples of an eco-

friendly awareness, but it seems in

general that the attention is

dangerously more focused on

performance.

That’s the reason why I think that the

relationship among predictability,

control and responsibility is going to

play a completely new role into the

Parametric Design field. The

designer’s figure who works by means

of computational methodologies is

inevitably shifting toward

engineering. This is – without a

shadow of doubt – an interesting

process that converges different

disciplinary knowledge, where new

software and methodologies make

the integration of the architect’s

“visual” view with the engineer’s

numeric one easier.

For those people who studied social,

political or philosophical subjects,

however, relating to the idea of

responsibility – which seems to be

implicit in some approaches to the

engineer profession – has always been

difficult for them. “Responsibility”

seems to be translated into “quality”,

that is to say a deontological

commitment to customers, to whom

it’s essential to deliver products

realized in the best way possible, and

not to focus on eco-friendly aspects.

Within this view the political, social

and holistic dimensions of

responsibility are missing.

Obviously, we aren’t talking about a

problem of bad conscience, but rather

about a difficulty, in presence of

complex projects, to understand the

systemic significance of your own

work. Here’s the point, I’m asking

myself if the engineering process of

some practices linked to Parametric

Design is running the risk of focusing

all the attention on the quality of

products, rather than on an eco-

friendly view.

Sabina Barcucci: as far this aspect

concerns, I’ld like to clarify one thing:

performance optimization isn’t

necessarily synonymous with

deontological commitment to

customers. Always more often,

performance is becoming a yardstick

to measure the architectonic project

sustainability.

Freeform structures that can only be
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calculated through parametric

software, could be built using less

material than the standard ones. In

fact, optimization processes allow to

further cut the use of material. Or

better, it’s possible to parameterise

material quantities even according to

wheel transport and to work on that,

so that transport will be optimized.

Even this is sustainability.

Theoretically, one can work very easily

on a plenty of parameters that can

mean a reduction of costs, material

and consumption, thus following the

“more with less” philosophy.

At the same time it’s not possible to

see scenarios of sustainable

innovation emerging at all levels. This

big collaborative machine has created

professional hyperspecialization, thus

enriching the occupational scenario

with consultants, designers, builders,

makers, coordinators and with many

other figures. It’s not very clear yet,

how to create an organization which

direct this process by really taking

sustainable-qualitative parameters

into account. If the collaborative

machine works with partial views, the

fact that the final result will own truly

holistic features mustn’t be taken for

granted. Although the selection of

data involved in BIM process bases on

quality, it’s unlikely that the final

product – handled by hundreds of

hands and brains – will follow a one-

way direction, without having never

diverted from the main road.

There’s a big room for non-

predictability, which comes from the

fact that only every single

hyperspecialized stage of designing

and building process undergoes

technologically advanced control. This

makes me reconsider what I was

saying before about software

reliability as assessment tool, and

leaves us various open questions on

how to mould some conscience

responsible for projects. Parametric

methodologies are depicting a post-

authorship scenario of architecture,

i.e., at the time that a project is

handled by a network of authors, it

follows that there are no authors and

so, no reference figures, in order to

give them responsibility for projects.

I think that this issue will lead to the

creation of various occupational and

coordinating organizations,

professional figure will have to adapt

themselves to. The architecture

historian Mario Carpo, for example,

claims that architect figure is running

the risk of becoming extinct as

printed paper or camera cartridges. [1]

I don’t think that this view can

constitute a tragedy: architect figure

has been going through a crisis for a

long time and that’s the reason why I

wish his/her tasks and duties were

drastically revised, so that architects

will play a keyrole in a wider process

in the future.
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Bertram Niessen: finally, in my opinion

it could be interesting to try taking

stock of an issue we’ve been

discussing for years. For those people

coming from Electronic Arts many

aesthetic practices and

methodologies of Parametric Design

are nothing new. The development of

groups of geometric typologies

starting from a code, the evolutionary

organization of shapes, the

transformation according to freedom

degrees under control underlie many

important artists’ work, fromGolan

Levin to Marius Watz (and also all of

the authors mentioned in the book

reviewed by you and me last year,

Form+Code). [2]

I believe, however, that the

resemblance of the shapes got to

each other through similar processes

tends to create some

misunderstanding about the

relationship between shape and

function. Digital artists are allowed to

ignore many functional aspects of

shape and thus tend to give less

weight to these designing efforts. At

the same time parametric shapes

tend to generate a “wow effect” on

outsiders, and this is what pushes all

the other aspects into the

background. 

These two elements (Art & Research

and the communication difficulty of

designing implications of Parametric

Design) make new teaching and

communicative formulas necessary,

but above all outside the academics’

and experts’ circles. As sociologist I

don’t consider this an abstract issue at

all. From one hand, because the

amazing possibilities offered by

Digital Design are clear from the

research, innovation and sustainability

point of view; and I think that in order

to use them in the smartest way, new

ways of talking about it must be

devised.

From the other, because I believe we

can’t wait to be subjected to the

sudden reversal of ’”Guggenheim

Effect”, which has caused in a lot of

cities the construction of “highly

iconic” buildings, sometimes also

aesthetically interesting, but often

less sustainable from an ecological

and socially point of view.

As if the futuristic allure exerted by

parametric architectures works as

skeleton key to bad taste city plans.

“Metropol Parasol” – designed

by Jurgen Mayer in Seville (on which
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we’ve just debated at the Symposium)

– has been also harshly criticized for

being too much spectacular and

unsustainable. Actually, I don’t know

what to think yet, but I believe that

the risk does really exist.

Sabina Barcucci: Contemporary

Architecture has always been aiming

at the future, by working for men who

haven’t existed yet. What Le

Corbusier designed in the Twenties

was devised for men who would live

thirty years later. Modernist

Architecture was based on the belief

that mass production system would

standardize needs and customs of

societies.

Taking the function into account, we

have to bear in mind that the formal

leap in architecture is due to new

potentialities by means of them shape

can follow function. At the beginning

of the twentieth century the biologist

and mathematician D’Arcy Thompson

described natural shapes as an answer

to environmental forces. Best

architectures have always been

conceived by reasoning in this way.

Nowadays this still happens, but many

other dimensions have to be taken

into consideration, thus giving birth to

a more complex geometric language.

Technology allows us to create

handiworks able to fully meet external

forces, by using the bare essentials of

Energy and material in order to let

things work. The shapes in which we’ll

live some day, will be the result of

these kind of forces, and not a formal

choice based on the idea of future

men imagined by some architects.

Parametric Architecture doesn’t base

on the idea of men, but rather on the

skill at building networks of human

relationships. Rolex Learning Center

of SANAA in Lausanne is a successful

example of this conception.

The “Guggenheim

effect” phenomenon is an exception,

it doesn’t have necessarily to do with

Parametric Architecture, but rather

with great speculative manoeuvres

that use urban context as exploiting

field and capital deposit. It would be

great if digital revolutions were able

to give townspeople themselves – by

revolutionizing the systems of

decision procedures – the chance to

really decide how to shape their own

urban town, so that a process of

urban designing does take the shape

of a truly systemic one. But I’ll talk

about this issue another time.
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http://www.design-modelling-sympo

sium.de/intro/index.php?&lang=en

http://www.betameta.net

http://b3rtramni3ss3n.wordpress.co

m/

Notes:

[1] –

http://www.berfrois.com/2011/02/m

ario-carpo-post-authorial-creation/

[2] –

http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl

e.asp?id=1963
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Light Spectrum Glasses. Looking Beyond White
Light

Thomas Schielke

Spectral glasses enable a pragmatic

approach to evaluate the colour

rendering of light. This technique

could help architects, interior and

lighting designers to analyse quickly

how light reproduces colours on

objects. The film by Thomas Schielke

covers vivid impressions of our

architectural and urban environment

with a variety of light sources ranging

from sunlight to modern LEDs. The

images reveal a fascinating look

beyond white light to search for

inherent light colours.

Discovering light colours with

spectral glasses

The foil in the spectral glasses breaks

the light into its different visible

electromagnetic waves. Each

wavelength of the incoming light

spectrum is directed by a diffraction

grating into a different direction. This

transmissive optic creates a

continuous rainbow of colours

depending on the light source. The

effect might visually resemble a

prism, but it differs significantly.

Depending on the grating multiple

diffracted orders appear and lead to

the characteristic multiple images of

the light source.

Photolithography processes facilitate

the construction of the grating based

on a holographic interference model.

In addition, the width of the rainbow

also denotes the brilliance of a light

source: Wide rainbow patterns derive

from a more diffuse light source

whereas a narrow rainbow implies a

brilliant one like LED or a low-voltage

halogen lamp.

Continuous spectrum versus band

spectrum

The visible spectrum of the human

eye spans from 380nm to 780 nm:

From violet, via blue, green, yellow,

and orange to red. A light source,

which contains a continuous

spectrum – like incandescent lamps –
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includes all shades between the main

colours and therefore guarantees an

excellent colour rendition. This

attribute is very important in museum

or retail lighting to ensure a perfect

appearance of coloured art work or

textiles. In contrast to incandescent

lamps, fluorescent lamps generate a

band spectrum.

Certain wavelengths form a peak

whereas the colours in between

generate a lower radiation and thus

reduce the colour rendering quality.

Test colour samples are used to

compare a specific light source to a

reference source in order to define

the colour rendering index (CRI). For

an approximate evaluation the

spectral glasses could be used as an

easy to use tool. From a continuous

rainbow spectrum one could deduce a

high CRI with an excellent lighting

quality, whereas bands of colours

would indicate a lower colour

rendering quality.

Efficient light quality with LEDs

Even if incandescent lamps reveal an

outstanding colour rendition they

show a low luminous efficacy due to

their additional infrared radiation. This

light source requires much more

energy than modern light sources like

LEDs which mainly have a spectrum in

the visible range. The luminous

efficacy of LEDs at the moment is

about five times higher than a

conventional incandescent lamp. The

technology of blue LEDs with a yellow

phosphor coating enables a high

colour rendition and offers a valuable

step to improve sustainable lighting.

Beyond the visible rainbow: UV and IR

radiation

Below the visible range of violet, the

smaller wavelengths start with ultra-

violet radiation which cause colours to

fade, for example in old paintings lit

by sunlight. The infrared rays beyond

the visible red emit thermal radiation.

Incandescent lamps especially have

the disadvantage of providing more

infrared radiation than visible light,

which leads to a very low luminous

efficacy and requires bigger cooling

systems in buildings. However, LEDs

provide an attractive alternative as

their luminous efficacy is much higher

because they do not emit infrared

radiation.
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http://www.arclighting.de
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Bozar Electronic Weekend. Electtronic Music In
The Heart Of Europe

Silvia Bertolotti

The heart of Europe beats at the rate

of electronic music. The proof of that

is Brussels, the city that hosted, on

October 28th and 29th, the Bozar

Electronic Weekend, one of the not-

to-miss events for lovers of electronic

music and experimentation applied to

it. More than thirty, among digital

artists, musicians, DJs and VJs, took

part to it.

The programme of the Belgian event

was livened up not only by electronic

music concerts, but also by audio-

visual works and multimedia

performances. Local artists and their

world-famous “big brothers”

performed side by side. Plaid, Restie,

Nils Frahm, Modeselektor, Blamorhea

are only some of the most important

partakers. Such names prove how

diverse the contemporary styles and

trends hosted are – electronics,

electroacoustics, minimalism, techno,
industrial, soundscapes. No one was

missing at the BEW.

The Belgian Festival has also been a

good chance to launch their latest

records, as it happened on the

opening night. The second one was

dedicated to the showcase of the

Berlin label Monkeytown. Proposing

Futuristic sounds in a classical,

prestigious, and historical setting is

becoming more and more usual for

this kind of events. The Bozar cultural

centre didn’t make an exception

thanks to the creation of a particular,

ideal atmosphere for the curious

audience eager to find out new

talents and frontiers of the ever-

evolving field of digital art.
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The Bozar Electronic Weekend

followed the two editions of Bozar

Electronic Music Festival curated by

Darko. Among this year’s novelties we

found a triad as new artistic direction

composed by Bart Dujardin

(Jemenfish), Pierre de Mûelanaere,

and Xavier Garcia for the music &
projection section. We have met one

of them, Pierre de Mûelanaere, an

active personality in the field of

electronic music and Digital Arts of

the Belgian capital, to ask him about

the weekend event and electronic

universe in general.

Silvia Bertolotti: How did you choose

the artists for the Bozar Electronic

Weekend?

Pierre de Mûelanaere: The idea was to

present the best possible image of

today musical realities revolving

around the so-called electronic field.

At the same time we tried to propose

a large, coherent selection that could

result in an attractive, high-quality

program. Here are the guidelines

we’ve followed:

- Proposing not-clubbers-only

lineups, that could be artistically

interesting (as it happened for

Modeselektor, who presented his new

recording after four years, or the

showcase dedicated to the

Monkeytown label. And above all, the

much expected Scintilli, Plaid’s new

album).

- Proposing an image that could

mirror the contemporary electronic

movement. In this sense, this festival

was suitable for a curious audience

eager to meet new electronic artists.

- Proposing a festival that could

naturally integrate the local reality, its

dynamics and personalities (like

producers, labels, collectives, and the

like) that included among others the

Brussels up! Soundsystem or the

Kaboom Karavan de Bram Bosteels, or

the duo Concert Debout.

Silvia Bertolotti: Could you pinpoint

the main difference between

European electronic music and the

international one?

Pierre de Mûelanaere: European

electronic music is characterized by a

balance between the English scenario

and the German one. Without going

back to the minimal techno, which

has become the Berlin trademark, we

may say that the first half of the
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2000s was marked by the rise of two

German labels – Bpitch Bontrol

(founded during the ‘90s by Ellen

Alien), and Shitkatapult (created by T.

Raumschmiere and Sascha Ring). But

more names could be in the list. By

the way, the electronic avant-garde

stemmed from the dubstep music

gradually moved to England,

specifically to London. The

importance of such movement is

relevant, beside the history of musical

genres.

If the electronic scenario is still quite

“local”, especially for what concerns

new trends, the creative dynamics

often linked to little groups of people

and collectives has gained an

increasingly global importance.

As a consequence of the fact that the

electronic scenario is presently very

fluid and international, thanks to the

web and the quick rise on the net of

new DJs and producers, hybrids of

emerging tendencies are increasingly

faster and richer. Due to the influence

of wonky, the dubstep scenario has

rapidly changed, leading to the vague

definition of post-dubstep that has

become even more experimental and

substituted the beat.

After such evolution – schematically

drafted – we are presently seeing a

kind of a revival of techno enriched by

new influences.

At the same time, we are witnessing a

comeback of synthwave/synthpop
set in New York, and sometimes

called parallel eighties representing a

nostalgic sort of tribute by a

generation of producers who want to

rediscover that musical decade. This

field has been shown al the Bozar

Electronic Weekend by Stellar OM

Source and Ssaliva.

Even the so-called modern classical

genre has found room at the Festival

with Nils Frahm, an amazing German

pianist, composer and producer,

based in Berlin, where such trend is

particularly prolific thanks to Peter

Broderic

The modern classical was represented

by some musicians linked to the world

of electronic music since the way

music is treated and composed is
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electronic. Among other personalities

we find the Dutch Machinefabriek and

the Icelandic Olafur Arnalds.

Silvia Bertolotti: What are the major

challenges that electronic music has

to overcome today, and what are the

boundaries of such genre?

Pierre de Mûelanaere: I feel like the

electronic field tends to be a little

self-referential, retreating in the hype
tendency and in its trendy effects. The

tendencies that last longer are those

that interpret a specific era and

express it. Presently, we are far from

the big electronic collectives of the

‘90s. Every era has its concerns and

producers are concerned too. Since

they are artists, they always interact

with their political and social context.

The dark side of the dubstep
(intended in its literal sense, since the

early dubstep nights in London took

place in almost total darkness with

sound systems barely conceivable

nowadays) can’t be separated from

the social evolution that produced it.

The dubstep is a perfect pattern

showing how a social aspect, not

necessarily visible, can establish itself

through music.

Silvia Bertolotti: What is the

institutional context of the festival?

Was this year’s edition institutionally

supported?

Pierre de Mûelanaere: The

institutional context of the Bozar

Electronic Weekend is strongly

marked by the Bozar itself. It is a

cultural center, something like the

Brussels cultural center par

excellence, based in a prestigious

building. The desire to create events

linked to electronic music inside it has

a big relevance in such a context.

Undoubtedly, the idea was to disclose

its activities to a younger audience,

but there is also a kind of institutional

recognition of it as a musical style on

its own at the same level of other

subjects in connection with digital

and visual arts. It is not about

electroacoustic music, close to more

specifically classic expressions, but it

deals with the electronic scenario as

expression of a present music culture.
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Silvia Bertolotti: Did you find any

difficulties to organize the festival?

And, if so, which ones?

Pierre de Mûelanaere: The main

difficulties have been those linked to

what I was previously talking about.

Organizing an electronic festival in a

(institutional and architectural)

scenario like the Bozar can really be a

challenge, especially if we think that

the electronic practice is something

quite new. In some respect, the Bozar

represents a very particular space

whose sound and circulation features

have to be deeply understood. On the

other hand, it is a really amazing

setting for the audience it attracts as

well as for the qualified and motivated

team working in it.

Silvia Bertolotti: Is there an

international festival or event that you

consider as a reference?

Pierre de Mûelanaere: The Sonar is

undoubtedly the European reference

for the ‘electronic festival’ category.

Instead, on a local level I can mention

the Domino festival, even if this year’s

edition was the last one, or the

Feerien Festival which is also

organized in Brussels. But I can even

say that our festival has no specific

reference, everything in it is peculiar–

the project, the place, etc. We have

tried to create a mix that is one of its

kind, but only the future will say if the

components are the right ones.

Silvia Bertolotti: At the experimental

level, which are the most interesting

personalities of this year’s edition?

Pierre de Mûelanaere: At the

experimental level, the festival hosted

talents like Xavier Garcia, not only

curator of the festival but also film

curator. I could also mention Stellar

OM Source, French-Dutch artist

employing analog synths and

electronic devices. He just finished a

USA tour and his work is produced by

the prestigious independent label

Olde EnglishSpelling Bee. At Bozar he

presented a performance with DMX

laser and 3D projections. I could also

mention Ssaliva, a genial Belgian

producer displaying lo-fi installations,

such as distorted samples recorded

on old-fashioned VHS videocassettes

that have been endlessly duplicated,

with lo-fi visuals, glitches and an

atmosphere typical of the ‘80s.

(

http://www.bozar.be/activity.php?id=

11703).
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Another relevant personality hosted is

the Korean Hangjun Lee who

performs with the French Jérome

Noetinger. It is a 16mm multi-

projection called After Psycho
Shower, based on the famous shower

scene of Hitchcock’s Psycho. Hangjun

deconstructs the cinematographic

elements of this scene by means of

mixed mystic techniques like

desynchronization of sound and

image, as well as the fusion of sound,

time, and space of the projection hall.

(

http://www.bozar.be/activity.php?id=

11702)

Silvia Bertolotti: What kinds of

tendencies, influences, and

experimentations will you follow in

the future through the festival?

Pierre de Mûelanaere: This first

edition of the BEW directed by a

brand new team is the starting point

of an establishment phase of

electronic music in such a context.

Presently, we are mainly focusing on

developing the musical proposal in a

coherent and valid way. Finding out

the right way is important as well as

getting the confirm that this musical

proposal will live up the audience’s

expectations, which is another key

point. For what concerns the future, I

feel like we have to focus on the

integration of ambitious projects in

collaboration with fields like visual

arts, interactive audio-visual

installations, developments implying

architectonic structures,

performances, etc… Otherwise, as for

the musical trends, we will follow with

big interest what creators will do.

http://bozar.be/webpage_broadcasti

tem.php?broadc_id=1380
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Intermundo and Systema Solar: Militant
Sounds, Socio-cultural Projects

Lucrezia Cippitelli

In 2007 the first edition ofMDE

Encuentros de Medellín (the

International Contemporary Art

Festival of Medellín, Colombia), was

opened with a band performance. A

well-blended group composed by

visual artists, sound experimenters,

rappers and activists, who just a few

months before – in 2006 – had joined

their forces to work together in self-

production field. This band mixes

digital sounds with Afro-Colombian

music tradition.

After its first and successful

performance at MDE, Systema Solar –

the group’s name – specified its

organizing structure and defined

itself: collective of audio-visual artists.

Today, 5 years after founding it, I can

firmly state it has become one of the

most appreciated and followed band

countrywide.

Beside its musical success (Systema

Solar was hosted by Womax Festival

just at the end of last October), the

group’s history and design are also an

example of deeply-rooted

experimentation in visual arts (as one

of the most popular group, Calle 13 of

Portorico), in network culture and in

socio-political activism.

Its first public performance at MDE in

2007 symbolized the point of arrival

of its research, started years before,

and ended in the production (in the

same year, 2006) of an independent

documentary about Rap in

Colombia: “FreKuensia Kolombiana”

signed by Vanessa

Gocksch and Walter Hernandez, a
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French-German visual artist settled in

Latin America for almost two decades,

and an activist and communication

expert respectively.

This team work – created by each and

every one of Systema Solar’s

members – collected stories and

accounts of nationwide musicians

using words as medium of

communication, digital technologies

as production and independent tool

of dissemination, and finally, recovery,

of local music tradition (above all the

African one in the northern coast of

the country) and as key reference

elements, to avoid becoming another

cultural satellite of the US.

“FreKuensia Kolombiana” is about the

Hip Hop movement – whose origins

must be traced back to street life and

to underprivileged communities – ,

was distributed all over the country

and used as means of self-

representation and social

revendication.

During the first decade of 2000

Colombia was a country in the midst

of a civil war and of a forced and

outward “normalization” process,

wanted at any cost. On the one hand,

there was a corrupted and

conservative President: Alvaro Uribe,

who in 2002 ascended to power by

means of funds provided by his drug

smuggler father (who had his backing

of powerful people) and thanks to

ruling classes’ support, who had all

the media on the Colombian territory

under their control.

On the other hand, a 30-year long

guerrilla war (FARC - Frente Armato

Revolucionario de Colombia), whose

modus operandi consisted, and still

consists, of using forms – already seen

– of political conflicts now obsolete

and too outdated in order to get a

true effect back on a urbanized and

globalized civil society. In the period

going from 2002 to 2010 a wave of

repressive violence hit the entire

country by annihilating every

opposing party of the Uribe

government; it was paradoxically

(violence against violence) based on

the need to eliminate the violence

resorted by guerrillas , in order to

build a modern and democratic

nation.

Trade unions and professors were the

target of paramilitary groups, i.e., the

illegal army composed by mercenary

soldiers funded by Uribe in order to

support his political plans. Peasant

farmers living in war areas were a

target too, because accused of

fomenting FARC or other armed

organizations, and for this reason,

they were obliged to flee in order not

to be assassinated by paramilitary

groups (I’ld like to remind you the

“Bocas de ceniza” video by Colombian

artist Juan Manuel Echavarría who

depicts this foolish violence, reflected

then on campesinos’ faces).
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Even rappers became target of this

wholesale war, aimed at eliminating

anyone who independently provided

counter-information. In fact, the Rap

movement in Colombia, and in

particularly the one in Medellín –

known as one of the most violent city

in the world, completely controlled by

drug smugglers till the 90s – is very

active and prolific, but since it gains

support by addressing the subaltern

classes, above all from the street

culture, it’s still nowadays a target.

Taking into consideration the context

I described, the production of an

independent documentary like

“FreKuensia Kolombiana” about

Colombian Rap voices is a project

with unarguably political

repercussions.

The independence of the platform

that produces it is by all means

strongly political. I’m talking about a

cultural NGO called Intermundo,

which deals with education projects

with a strong social impact. Among its

projects are workshops on the

creative use of basic technologies,

video workshops, educational projects

for children and teenagers living in

villages in the Caribbean coast and

workshops on DIY eco-friendly

architecture, based on recycling

for desplazados communities (that is,

groups of people who had to leave

their lands en masse to escape war,

and now live in areas where violence

does not exist at all).

There is also VoKaribe, the fully

independent radio that broadcasts

from Barranquilla, which during these

months has been training people

who’ll give voice to it. A voice of

independent and community

information in a country where media

are completely under the control of

power, is no light matter.

Systema Solar belongs to

Intermundo’s projects; in the light of

this militant approach as socio-

cultural project, the very upbeat and

exhilarating Electrocumbe music and

crowds of spectators running to its

concerts, are nearly pushed into the

background. Systema Solar’s

members come from different areas:

someone from the Caribbean coast

(strongly influenced by African music,

as for example Soukous), somebody

from Bogotà and others from Europe,

after traveling the Latin American

Continent like Pata de Perro/Vanessa

Gocksch.
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Everybody shares a fund of

experience including self-productions,

projects of independent

communication, hacker ethic, and the

use of technologies to create

networks and provide education

programmes. In 2007 the organization

gave birth to Pixelazo – Laboratorio

urbano de nuevos medios y redes

creativas, the local version

of Pixelache international festivals.

Every project created by Intermundo

is designed in details to perfectly fit

the Colombian socio-cultural context.

The “Think global act local” refrain is

actually embodied in the practice in

any of its projects. “We live in one of

the wealthiest countries of the world

– it can be read in its organization

manifesto. It is the second most

biologically diverse worldwide after

Brazil and is made up of a multiplicity

of cultural enclaves […] the land is

mostly virgin jungle and mountain;

thriving with infinite natural resources

and water […] With this in mind, as

Intermundos we have always worked

to highlight, acknowledge and

strengthen local identity and the

construction of autonomous projects

and communities.”

Systema Solar is perfectly part of this

view: its members have unanimously

decided to take up residence in

different towns in the Caribbean

coast, from the cities of Santa Marta

(a Caribbean and native town) and

Cartagena de Las Indias, to

Barranquilla (the most important

maritime port of the country). This is

an African, poor and chaotic region,

where the social abyss between ruling

classes and the poor is extremely

horrifying: 5 percent of people with a

Spanish surname own more than 90

percent of resources. The organization

aims at being present in such a hybrid

and different land influenced by

imported cultures of passage.

The demographic situation mimic its

music, the black and Africans in the

Caribbean coast.Systema Solar is

working on the tradition of this region,

by drawing on the idea of pikò, street

sound systems that organize parties

inside neighbourhoods, and of
berbena, the improvised parties of

Barranquilla that gather hundreds of

people in a outright Temporary

Autonomous Zone. Colombian

popular music tradition (Cumbia,

Bullerengue, Porro, Champeta) is

mixed with hip hop, techno, break

beat and break-dance.
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Systema Solar’s public shows are

more real audio-visual performances

than simple concerts: two

singers/performers, musicians and

DJs perform during a live cinema

session with materials shot around

the entire country. Systema Solar’s

concerts are planned in great detail,

including costumes, which are

designed and made by the group’s

members themselves.

Systema Solar adds to the hip hop

rebellion the strength of dancing in its

liberating meaning and the idea that if

revolutions have to take place, they

must be the smiling ones, by finding

in our origins the reason for changing

the status of things, but also for loving

ourselves and the context we’re living

in.

http://www.systemasolar.com

http://www.frekuensiakolombiana.co

m

http://www.intermundos.org

http://www.myspace.com/systemas

olar/

None Stands For Us. The Occupation Of Teatro
Valle

Marco Mancuso
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The introduction to this interview was
previously published on the site of
“Milanox” after the events occurred in
Rome during the Occupy Rome
demonstration – –
http://www.milanox.eu/non-ci-rappr
esenta-nessuno/

The Teatro Valle Occupato has drifted

away from its initial route and is now

heading to Piramide. It’s about 6 PM

of 10/15, and this is the Twittered

message you can find following

ashtag #15o, the personal and global

reference point of this crazy day. I just

escaped from two indiscriminate

charges of the security forces (I

should use the word “guard”, as it is

better suitable for their manners, but I

use the official term out of

politeness), which, as usual, do not

know and do not care to make any

distinction between peaceful and not

peaceful demonstrators.

Considered as reference point on

Twitter for monitoring the behaviours

of the second wave of demonstrators,

which had the skill and luck of not

finding itself trapped inside the urban

area next to the Coliseum (via

Labicana, Viale Manzoni, via Emanuele

Filiberto and Piazza San Giovanni),

Teatro Valle Occupato, along with

other hundreds of associations and

thousands of people, kept on with its

protest march just to that point, losing

itself in the night shadows of Rome at

the beginning of Autumn.

Nobody knows what happened.

Nobody knows to what end the 10/15

protest came, because none of the

official media reported it. According

to conventional thinkers or moralists,

always ready to point their finger right

at street violence, they could have

come from nowhere. As if they were

just ghosts, missing witnesses of a day

that lived on for the sensationalism of

violence only. And it seems useless,

almost utopian, to hope for a deeper

analysis of the facts that happened

that day.

10/15 in Rome had to be the day of
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indignation, the protest of a fair and

self-conscious movement that had to

seize the day for a chance of unique

visibility, because no capital city in the

world could even see a glimpse of the

impressive turnout that the eternal

city experienced. Instead, it was

violence that prevailed. There is no

point in denying such blatant

evidence, whose strength and forms

in the end were almost unexpected.

Note for the reader ready to cast the

stone of hypocrisy: I don’t want to be

rhetorical, nor use rhetorical figures as

a shield. This isn’t a personal

commentary either.

Mine is just a mere and unfortunately

obvious observation: that’s what the

great protest Occupy Rome will be

remembered for, in the eyes of the

servile media (note: I am not just

talking about the Italian mainstream

media owned by that tycoon with hair

transplant and platform shoes, but

also about the ones that everybody

considers “progressive,” such as some

Internet sources, which seem to

increasingly reproduce the dynamics

of its analog predecessors). And these

media, always eager to jump on

situations like this, played with titles

and editorials, criticisms and analysis,

to hide what happened on that day, a

day way more meaningful than what

appeared in the news.

Those who were in Rome, and those

who witnessed the events from home,

saw hundreds of thousands of people

peacefully claim their need for a

different future: social and economic

equity and recognition of a generation

of precarious workers, unemployed,

students, teachers, researchers,

cultural, artistic, film and theatre

workers, and a number of “unlabelled”

that do not even fall into a precise

category, because the complexity of

their profession is such that you can’t

define them with one word in order to

appreciate their value (both in terms

of ethics and financial profit). Ghosts

then, and even worse now.

Deleted from the narrative of a day

that could and should have been

about something else. “Non ci

rappresenta nessuno” (nobody

represents us), our choirs were

chanting. It’s true, today more than

ever. This is a defeat whose

proportions we cannot comprehend

at all, for now.

Those who were in Rome (this is truly

rhetoric, I know), whether or not they

were trapped inside the San Giovanni

clashes, were heart broken by the

ignorance that prevented the real

content of the protest from emerging.

It was a lost chance that reminded us

of the events immediately following

the Genoa events in 2001. It made us

think of the death of a movement, of

the scientific destruction of a complex

reality, a reality baring no flag or party,

but strong and angered arising from a
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global movement, now mature and

aware as it had never been before.

A generationally complex, not

professionally identified, rhizomatic

movement, in its continuous

experiences and struggles on only

apparently different fronts (school,

university, culture, art, environment).

The Movement will have to stop for a

moment and reflect. I can almost hear

the silence this Sunday. Nobody talks,

very few comments. Many people

reflect, for the time and chance to

speak will surely come.

Antagonism has many faces, but from

now on their traits are clearer, or at

least this is the feeling I have. Radical

Antagonism exists, and we should

stop thinking that it only comprises of

an isolated minority; likewise, it

counterproductive to condemn it

hypocritically, showing the nihilist and

destructive side of those labelled with

the rancid epithet of “black block”.

From Athens to London (let’s leave

aside, please, the parallelisms with the

Nord African rebellion, at least to

respect all of those who fight to eat)

this war is not fought on the streets

with tin soldiers, and Rome in this

sense has been the same. The social

distress manifested by these protests

is not unlike to the one animating the

peaceful protesters: what is different

is the rhetoric of dissent, though the

starting point is the same. It is

important not to forget this.

In my opinion 10/15 will be

remembered as a moment of

reflection, but towards a gradual

process of acceptance of violence, or

at least of how to channel this anger

into something constructive for

alternative socio-political purposes.

10/15 offers the chance to understand

how to avoid the instrumentalizations

that always accompany these brutal

events, how to keep a movement

alive before it could be destroyed by

the rhetoric of mass media, and how

to organize protests and at the same

time protect the peaceful

demonstrators from the rage of the

violent ones. The scenes we saw

yesterday in San Giovanni evoke too

many painful memories back to life.

I think it’s rather pointless to discuss

once again the police

mismanagement of the public space;

what for should we talk about it? To

assess the criminal attitude of kettling
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unarmed people and cutting their

escape route, forcing them to run like

hell through continuous charges and

hydrant jets? Do we want to ask

ourselves how could not be possible

to handle a few hundreds of people

armed with rods and stones without

involving thousands of other peaceful

ones? Do we want to blame that state

authority that should defend and not

offend? Is there anything new here?

Where is the indignation then?

If we want to hold someone

accountable, then we’d better

consider on the same level those who

infiltrate a peaceful protest by

sneaking into the soft head of the

demonstration (obviously not hard

core antagonists) and then use the lay

people as shield to protect their

actions (and it would be better if they

stated their actions clearly and with

honesty), and those creating the

conditions for those actions to

degenerate into a physical and

emotional damage for the ones that

did not choose to stay in that

situation.

Marco Mancuso: I would begin by

simply letting our readers know how

the occupation of Teatro Valle started:

what were the original subjects and

how did the participation spread to

other artistic, theatre and social

organizations?

Teatro Valle: Three years ago a

movement was born, called

Lavoratori dello Spettacolo, primarily

composed by theatre actors,

actresses, directors and technicians

that illustrated our field’s critical

situation. During these three years

people involved in the movement

visited the main Italian festivals and

infiltrated the premieres of Roman

theatres to publicly read a dispatch

explaining the extreme conditions of

the field and demanding clarity and

increased responsibility from the

public institutions. The occupation of

Teatro Valle has occurred at a

moment when the situation of Italian

theatre and Italian culture in general

had started to collapse.
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Teatro Valle was closed after ETI (Ente

Teatrale Italiano dealing with shows

distribution and artistic mobility

practices) was closed too. No one

knew who would direct the theatre

from that time on, someone even said

it would be turned into a bistro

cabaret, and that’s why we occupied

it. We thought we would do it

symbolically for three days, instead

the events forced us to remain, and

we started to conceive a plan of

action and a strategy that would allow

us to change the whole situation.

Later on, other artistic and social

organizations saw in our path an

alternative, which brought us to a

mutual relationship.

Marco Mancuso: In your opinion, what

is the innovative thought at the root

of your occupation? Maybe the idea

to bypass the rhetoric and historical

features of old-fashioned “political”

occupations and the desire to search

for new dynamics closer to today’s

reality? A more “cultural” occupation,

reflecting the emergency of social,

economic and political issues for the

new generations? In other words,

what does the occupation of Teatro

Valle mean for you in the broader

context of this capitalist crisis?

Teatro Valle: A prearranged idea does

not exist. Inside the occupation,

everything is proceeding through

practices, questions, organizations of

meetings at Teatro Valle and political

and daily organizational assemblies.

No doubt we decided to make no

compromise and to make sure that

institutions use us as a model and not

vice versa. We do not perform, we just

do. We do not claim we will bring the

economic crisis to a halt. At the

moment, we write our documents

(see Statuto della Fondazione Teatro

Valle Bene Comune on

http://www.teatrovalleoccupato.it)

by drawing clues from what we do,

mostly considering culture and Teatro

Valle as common goods to share. We

fight against privatization, and we will

keep on doing that, thanks to the

support of many artists, intellectual,

philosophers, critics and people in

general.

Marco Mancuso: Tell me about the

organization of initiatives, artistic or

not, and how the impressive network

of participation by famous artists,

leading cultural operators, intellectual

and professionals was born in the
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context of countercultural national

movements?

Teatro Valle: Activities are decided

day by day, there are no prearranged

priorities and everything happens

following political, cultural and social

emergencies. In the past four months

we have made no clear artistic choice,

that is, we haven’t had a veritable

artistic direction. The stage has

witnessed many different artists and

genres willing to support us with their

art forms. We did not make a choice

but we are now trying to follow the

principle of turnover, like Statuto delle

Fondazione has always suggested.

We decided to identify different

artists and make them try and direct

Teatro Valle for a limited period of

time, from three to seven days. In

terms of the participation, we think

that occupying a historic trademark in

the middle of the city, which we have

done with great respect and

protection and in the spirit of the

cultural struggle, has awakened all of

those consciences that had lay asleep

for some time. These consciences

empathized with our goal and agreed

to give their contribution by using the

only weapon at their disposal, art.

Marco Mancuso: According to you,

what are the “cultural operators” and

what are their requests and activities

in the political, economical and social

Italian context? In what way are you

linked to other similar organizations in

Italy, such as “art operators” in Milan?

Teatro Valle: “Lavoratori dello

Spettacolo” only ask to be recognized

as a category. They ask for duties (to

pay taxes) as well as rights, work with

dignity (no more free rehearsals and

repeats paid with no benefits and

contracts), retirement, a fair benefit

package and the right to be

intermittent (as in other countries of

Europe). We have contacts with many

realities in Milan, as well as Naples,

Palermo, Messina, Florence, Pisa and,

in Abruzzo. Our occupation is still

looking for other ones. We always

develop our activities in the artistic

field, by fighting against speculation,

influence peddling, authorities and

market-logic.

Marco Mancuso: In this sense, what

are for you possible modalities of

struggle and what are the alternatives

for a social, economic future, political
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in a wider sense, for cultural

operators, art, theatre operators,

precarious workers, university

researchers, students and a whole

generation of professionals that are

difficult to classify?

Teatro Valle: It is not easy to give

answers after only four months of

occupation, for the methods are

coming out of what we do on a day-

to-day basis. A Statuto di Fondazione

Teatro Valle Bene Comune was born

from the practices of this occupation

and our conversation with jurists Ugo

Mattei and Stefano Rodotà,(the first

draft has been presented this 10/20

2001). In this document we have

written our recommendations on

how, according to us, a public good

like theatre should be managed under

a democratic and constitutional

system of government.

In general terms, we request to

abolish market logics, to destroy

clientelism in theatre and beyond, we

ask for fair allocation of tax payers

resources, public money that goes

literally wasted, damaging culture in

the first place. We are fighting for a

common good and we want to

reappropriate democratic public

spaces, founded on the quality of

relations and not on the quantity of

money accumulated.

Marco Mancuso: What is your relation

with media like? On the one hand, you

are very interested on Network

dynamics and Social Networks, on the

other hand, you managed to get great

visibility through traditional media as

well (I mean Internet too, for I am not

only referring to the world of blogs

and independent headings, but rather

to the best online newspapers). How

can you explain this huge media

attention caused by your occupation?

Teatro Valle: Within our organization

we try to operate efficiently and the

resources we use are field

professionals and people who, despite

operating independently from us,

have some investment in

communication for Blogs and Social

Networks practices. As for the media

attention to our occupation, that

happened because our press agency

deals with a much broader field: not

only the artistic context, but also a

more broadly cultural and political

one. The occupation grew stronger

and bigger on a political level too,

satisfying the most urgent requests of

people. We are a political

phenomenon, which is followed

because people want to identify with

the activities we do.
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Marco Mancuso: In the meantime,

during these months, you have

involved journalists, philosophers and

jurists in your struggle. What have

been the advantages for this growth,

in terms of knowledge and sharing of

experience?

Teatro Valle: To involve personalities

like those facilitates an expansion of

knowledge. It gives the structure of

the struggle more profound direction,

and puts it in touch with experienced

ideas that in turn enable different

activities, in a certain sense more

aware. Our path has surely grown

stronger thanks to these experiences,

and it is now investigating new forms

for meeting people’s needs in these

times of deep crisis.

Marco Mancuso: One thing strucks

me: both in your “statute” and in many

of your Theatre activities, narration is

seen as a possible political instrument.

Can you explain better what you

mean by this and how the disciplines

more linked to narrative (theatre and

cinema) should be more responsible

to create an increasingly socially and

politically aware public?

Teatro Valle: We promote Narration

because in the last 40 years they

denied it to us. The arrival and growth

of media, television above all,

destroyed narration of the present,

sweeping aside any thought or

discussion. We want back our chance

to dream and imagine. We have

confidence in people’s thinking and

imagination, and we want this to rise

from bottom up, from people, from

their lives. In the past months, every

Thursday, Teatro Valle offered a

course of narration of the present by

philosopher Federica Giardini. These

years’ destruction of thought

produced by political powers made

people lose their ability to think

differently. We need to bring narration

back as a political tool.

We need to speak of artisanal and

creative work, for instance, to keep

“materiality” alive, without fear or

shame, against the rhetoric of “waste”

and “privilege”. We need to narrate

the gesture in order to identify the

connection between cooperative

work and knowledge sharing. We

must consider knowledge as

interconnected, the connection

between technical-artisanal

competences and invention, we must

fight the rhetoric of the “skill”.

Nowadays, young people do not have
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any ability to think creatively because

their current context does not allow

them to do that. We’d want to

recreate the right conditions for it to

happen and rediscover work in fields

that seem now lost and obsolete

(agriculture and craft, for instance)

despite having represented and still

being the pillars holding Italy and its

people together.

Marco Mancuso: Finally, do you think

it is possible to recreate an

occupation like yours? And if yes,

how? How could you foster

endorsement at a urban level, and

nationally how do you draw attention

to your motivations, thus avoiding the

risk of eviction and compulsory

removal by the security forces?

Teatro Valle: We would like this to

happen. We’d like Teatro Valle to live

according to the current practices.

Italy is not completely exhausted to

not engage in a real war (I mean with

armies and weapons), we are not at

the end of our strength, yet not

everybody is willing or is in the

conditions to start a true revolution.

Many Italians are not even aware of

our struggle. We still have much to do,

four months do not mean anything

yet. Real changes need years to be

completed. Let’s be pragmatic and

let’s keep on going.

Whether our practices can be spread

widely or not depends on other

groups’ wish to act like us and make

something that truly opens up public

spaces to the citizens, by engaging

them and communicating with them

as much as possible. Public education

is one of the most important practices

we are trying to take part in. The labs

we carried out this summer were

focused both on education and on

divulging the craft of directors and

actors’ work. Our practices obviously

deal with our field, the world of

entertainment. The involvement and

interest of people gave us the power

to prevent eviction. This practice

should be followed everywhere, so

that the whole country could take its

territory and spaces back.
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Marco Mancuso: After the experience

of 10/15 in Rome, what has changed

and what will change in the

Movement and in Italian antagonism

in general? How did you feel after that

day? Do you have any opinion? And

what are possible actions and

reflections in the context of Teatro

Valle?

Teatro Valle: 10/15 revealed us the

strength of a group that’s been

working for four months. We showed

great unity and friendship with each

other despite our differences. We

were in town along with other

movements and our requests should

have been heard in an open assembly

with other groups in P.za S. Giovanni.

Then some fringes within the

movement became more extreme

and hostile, and that unfortunately did

not allow our meeting to happen.

But we obviously want to keep the

dialogue with each other going about

government policies, and that’s why

we keep in touch and go on

protesting for our rights. We do that

daily, facing the realities that surround

us, and the practices we accomplish

in Teatro Valle. We keep on building,

aware that after 10/15 we are not

alone, as other movements and

groups want to fight by our side in a

different way against those who rule

us and represent us now.

http://www.teatrovalleoccupato.it/
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Algorithmic “unconscious” – Part 1
Eugenia Fratzeskou

This  two-part  essay  offers  an

investigation  of  the  “depths”  of  the

algorithmic  workings  of  digital

visualisation systems. The focal point

of  this  study is  digital  “memory”,  as

explored in relation to the Algebras of

“Logic”,  the  notions  of  process

paradigm, pre-representational pixel-

grids and emergence.

I n  t h i s  w a y  t h e  a l g o r i t h m i c

“unconscious”  of  digital  visualisation

technology  –  i .e .  the  inherent

paradoxes  and  unknowns,  the

uncontrollable data flaws, the hidden

inconsistencies,  the  exchanges  and

the potentialities  of  the system –  is

unveiled. New possibilities and ways

of  creating  more  than  mere  visual

‘phenomena’ emerge.

Histories & Theories: An Algebra of

Logic?

An algorithm is an automated

language of sequential instructions,

through which, a computer carries out

calculations. Computer algorithms are

fully automated and thus devoid of

meaning. The calculations are carried

out through the use of multi-

adjustable variables, various

generators and the binary substratum.

The latter constitutes the ultimate

digital reduction of information.

One of the most important issues

debated in contemporary cyber-

discourse, concerns the problems that

are related to the addition of higher

abstraction levels, such as, linguistics,

to digital technology, as they ‘hide’

the substratum and increase

complexity. Nevertheless, there have

been strong disagreements on

whether digital technology is purely

calculus-based, whether it is

structured in a more ‘architectonic’

than mathematical or semiotic mode,

and on the qualities of its pre-

representative “environment”.
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An investigation of the histories and

theories that concern the foundations

of digital technology, is necessary for

elucidating its roots, workings, flaws

and potential. Essentially, the roots of

digital technology can be found in

George Boole‘s reduction of

Aristotelian syllogism into formalistic

analogies drawn between algebra and

logic, resulting in meaningless

propositions. Boolean ‘logic’ was

proved to be a-syllogistic, as Boole

mistakenly believed that an

algebraically formulated equation

suffices as a proof of a statement.

As Sriram Nambiar explains, Boole

applied an axiomatic treatment to

logic.[1] The mathematician aimed to

show that the processes of reasoning

could become fully explicit in the form

of algebraic equations. In this way, he

attempted to achieve the

mathematical formulation of logic, for

creating an “algebra of logic”. [2] In

fact, Boole deciphered a merely

‘formal agreement’ between language

and algebra, without investigating

their relationship in depth.

[3]According to him, the laws of

reasoning and algebra have identical

symbols laws, processes, and axioms,

but their subjects and interpretation

are different. [4]

Boole used primarily ‘and’ = ‘+’, ‘not’ =

‘-’, ‘or’ = ‘x’ as binary operations, each

of  them  describing  the  relationship

b e t w e e n  a  p a r t i c u l a r  s e t  o f

premises.[5] Boole however, failed to

provide a consistent definition of how

each sign of an operation was to be

interpreted. In their separate reviews

John Corcoran and Michael Dummett

note that no explicit interpretation is

given for the operations ‘+’ and ‘–’.[6]

Consequently,  as  Corcoran  explains,

Boolean ‘logic’ cannot be verified, as it

lacks  the  pr inciples  of  logical

deduct ion:  “Boole…  was  more

interested in solving equations arising

from his  algebraic  representation  of

Aristotle’s  logic  than  he  was  in  the

details  of  the  deductive  processes

presupposed  in  algebra”  [7]
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As both Nambiar and Corcoran

conclude, Boole’s arguments are

unverifiable. [8] Corcoran clarifies that

Boole’s main error is to overlook that

“a solution to an equation is not

necessarily logically deducible from,

or implied by, the equation”. [9]

Consequently, both Theodore

Hailperin and James W. Van Evra note

that Boolean operations are not truly

based on deduction, but yield

meaningless conclusions. [10]Contrary

to Boole’s intention therefore, the

process of reaching a conclusion

could not be proved, as the relations

between propositions could not be

demonstrated.

Another important shortcoming is

that Boolean classes were not explicit

and thus a verifiable conclusion could

not be reached. Aristotelian syllogism

derived from the known concepts and

logical distinctions of real things.

Unlike Aristotle, Boole rejected ”the

imperfection of senses” and thus a

geometrical and any other type of

observation and proof, as he believed

that they would jeopardise the

verification of “universal

truths”.[11]Consequently, Boole

decided to established ‘0’ and ‘1’ as

the premises of Boolean ‘logic’.

Those premises represented entirely

arbitrary classes. In particular, as

Corcoran clarifies, ‘1’ was an arbitrary

class that included all elements of a

hypothetical argument, while ‘0’ was

the empty set that resulted from a

false proposition.[12] Nevertheless, as

Corcoran and Nambiar note, Boole did

not provide a clear definition of those

premises.[13] For these reasons,

Boolean premises involve unknowns

and are arbitrary.[14] Unlike syllogism,

Boolean premises are abstract and

refer to hypothetical classes.

Despite their disadvantages, Boolean

set operations have enabled the

design and practical implementation

of computer algorithms. Bertrard

Russell explains that Boole has

contributed to the ”recognition of

asyllogistic inferences” from which

“modern symbolic logic… has derived

the motive to progress”.[15] It is

interesting to see how David Hilbert

describes the axiomatic formalisation

of theory, as it sheds light to the

formulation as well as to the true

character of such “logic”: “[...] Theory

is no longer a system of meaningful

propositions, but one of sentences as

sequences of words, which are in turn

sequences of letters. We can tell by

reference to the form alone which

combinations of the words are

sentences, which sentences are

axioms, and which sentences follow

as immediate consequences of

others” [16]
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On a practical level, Claude Shannon

implemented Boolean set operations

for creating the first theory and

design of switching current in

telegraph switching relays during

1937-8.[17] As Mitchell describes,

computer processing is primarily

based on its binary substratum and in

particular, on “performing ‘and’, ‘or’

and ‘not’ (Boolean) operations on pairs

of binary digits’’. [18] As Davis

describes, such development has

resulted in the ‘artificial language of

logic’ that is practically implemented

as a computer algorithm.[19] Logical

statements are written sequentially as

instructions, so that they can be

executed by the computer through

the Boolean set operations applied to

those binary digits.

?evertheless, even if it seems that

information has become fully

‘codable’, all operations have become

countable and thus, the algorithmic

‘space’ of digital technology is now

demystified and controllable, the

algorithmic paradox still prevails.

Despite all the aforementioned

developments, the workings of digital

technology and visualisation systems

remain inherently inconsistent.

Inevitably, such complex systems

maintain an inherent degree of

complexity, instability and

emergence.

Indeed, as confirmed by numerous

cyber-researchers, thinkers, software

engineers and media theorists, such

as Friedrich Kittler, although

programmers struggle to remedy

“electronic diffusion… and quantum

mechanical tunnelling” � which are

considered to be noise, the inherent

“physical side-effect” of the chip �

machine reduction and constraints, an

inherent degree of randomness, and

the “ever-growing incompatibilities

between the different generators”

haunt digital technology even more

[20].

There are different ways of dealing

with such conditions, largely

depending on how the relationship

between hardware and software is

perceived and investigated in relation

to their roots and ‘evolution’. Certain

limiting and superficial approaches

have ranged from ignoring the

inherent characteristics and flaws of

digital technology, introducing a kind

of pseudo randomness and

emergence through the addition of

special generators, external input etc.,

to simply observing software as a
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mere ‘natural phenomenon’. In fact,

what plays a dominant role in digital

technology, is the qualities of the

‘links’ (as contrasted to true

relationships) and the ‘inter-

dependencies’ that are formed

between its various elements

(including material and immaterial

ones), through which, digital memory

is operating.

Digital memory primarily involves the

often symbiotic processes of

informational un-linking and re-

linking. The workings of digital

memory distort our familiar notion of

time. A kind of algorithmic

‘unconscious’ emerges, as we

encounter generative ‘intervals’,

transitionality, composites and various

degrees of reversibility and

indexicality, due to the unanticipated

intervention of excess and

abstraction. These aspects, coupled

with new possibilities and ways of

creating more than mere visual

‘phenomena’, will be discussed

extensively in the second part of this

essay.
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A.i. And Landform Studies. The Rediscovery Of
The Ontological Need

Simone Broglia

The philosophical twentieth century

was characterized by an explosion of

science and scientific nature which

highlighted an idea of progress and

progression of the human thought

and evolution as something which

does not need further questions. The

idea that functionality and

applicability of a theory can be

applied to praxis, which executes and

finalizes such theory, comes full circle.

For some years, however, the

reflection has started to crumble

some principles that so far were

thought to pertain exclusively to the

scientific domain, demonstrating that

among engineering problems there is

also a certain need for a theoretical

reflection that has nothing to do with

immediate functionality.

Starting from artificial intelligence, we

have tried to show the need of an

ontological thought and its

rediscovery in recent years in the

context of the studies of landscape

and its geomorphology.

Philosophy survives and feeds on

questions. The many questions posed

by the philosophical tradition could be

distinguished into two macro-

typologies: questions born away from

the world of theoretical speculation,

to which we want to give a

conceptual answer, that is, that which

pertains to knowledge, the moral,

epistemological questions; and

questions aimed at speculation for its

own sake, sometimes of self-

referential nature.

Every question is legitimate,
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especially in philosophy where this

law is even more valid, so much so

that every question, even the ones

belonging to the first typology, needs

to be asked in relation to a broader

field and by clarifying better its

nature.

In this way, maybe a bit muddled and

circular, we wanted to introduce an

emerging distinction in the

philosophical speculation aimed at

seeking knowledge: the distinction

between one question which could be

defined metaphysical and an

ontological question. As it emerges

from the essay by one of the major

contemporary philosophers, Kevin

Mulligan, Truth and ontology, the role

of the ontological question is to offer

a necessary question, whose answer

does not need other relations, nor

other questions.

To start with the philosophic tradition,

in his essay Mulligan claims that

despite the nineteenth century and

the philosophical currents are often

advocate of a death of ontology and

metaphysic, the need for a more

general question has remained innate

in the philosophical tradition even

when it shifted its focus on other

reasons for interest.

In this way, even the worst enemies of

metaphysic, like the philosophers of

the Vienna circle, Carnap in the first

place, or the followers of

Wittgenstein, who made the principle

“you can’t talk about things you do

not know” a priority, create their

vision of the world on the basis of an

ontological structure. Before I talk

about the ontological rediscovery

applied to scientific disciplines it is

necessary to ask ourselves and better

clarify: what is ontology, then?

If we started from a classical

definition, we should say that it is the

matter that asks questions about the

being as such, that wonders about

pure concepts: extension, existence,

being. From this Parmenidian and a

bit too restrictive definition for our

approach, and for a more general

approach, we should provide another

one with wider ambitions.

We could say: ontology is a purely

philosophical way of thinking and

reflecting about what surrounds us,

by means of a categorical analysis of

reality, objects, processes which

constitute it. Such interpretation

allows to exclude form our definition

all the ontologies based on poetics or
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suggestions, as Mullihan suggests:

“ontology cannot be fundamental in

any other way than being formal”, that

is maintaining a rigorous character.

It is not just precision that makes the

structure of ontological reasoning,

since ontology as methodology is a

need that regulates the stability of our

discourses and provides a shared

territory to understand the world

surrounding us: things, people, living

beings, natural elements.

Let’s make a new example. In his

essay, Kevin Mulligan asks two series

of questions, the first ones

metaphysical, the second ones

ontological.

Among the first are: is time relational?

Are we free? Do values depend on us?

The ontological ones are: what is

relation? What is existing? What is a

substance? From here, it is possible to

understand the distinctions and the

advancements made by the individual

willing to reflect on and question the

ontological status of reality. It is

possible to notice the rigour and the

wide spectrum of issues required to

formulate an ontological reflection. It

is no coincidence that throughout the

years ontology is always more active

as an underwriter of postulates which

empiric sciences assume (subjects

and research fields which are very far

away from the apparent self-

referentiality of ontological questions,

like for example the physical Ontology

and the Information science Ontology.

We hope the premise we have just

made is exhaustive enough to

introduce the complexity of the topic

addressed. However, it is necessary to

examine more thoroughly the use and

rediscovery of ontology. An example

is Artificial Intelligence, that is the

macrocosm of

theoretical/experimental studies that

deals with the creation of machines

able to carry out, almost

autonomously, some operations

typical of the human brain. To give a

general background of the discipline

we quote two emblematic

researchers. The first in chronological

order is Blaisè Pascal, philosopher and

mathematician, who invented the so-

called Pascaline, an arithmetic

machine, able to do sums and

subtractions. It was 1642.

The second of the two emblematic

cases is undoubtedly Alan Turing,

father and developer of the discipline.

Max Newman drewon Turing’s 1936
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studies on the so-called Turing

machine, to create Colossus, the

calculator invented in 1942 to decode

the nazi codes codified by the Tunny.

Since he was not given credit for it,

Turing took his own life biting an

apple whose symbology in the future

would have become even more iconic

than the past one).

Let’s go back on topic, what is asked

to artificial intelligence? What does it

study? Why does it have anything to

do with philosophy or ontology? At

first, the study of ontology seems to

be extremely distant from the

engineering of machines, gap which

becomes even bigger if analyzed

though the following prejudices: on

the one hand, self-referentiality and

philosophical speculation, on the

other hand, the assumption that

technological progress is based on the

relation between experimentation

and theorization.

According to the words of Minsky

Artificial intelligence fulfills the

following goals: “making machines do

things which would require

intelligence if they were done by

men”. Following this hint it emerges

the need of a biggest distinction and a

specification within the development

of ontology and in the distinction

within philosophical disciplines.

The programming of Artificial

intelligence is based in logics, but the

contribution given by ontology has a

wider range of research. If logics

directs its contribution to the study of

reasoning, ontology offers

instruments of study and analysis to

understand the nature of the world

and the things around us. Simply put,

it would be useful to exemplify this

relationship through the philosopher

who best highlights the strength of

ontological reasoning: Edmund

Husserl, a central personality in the

eight-nineteenth philosophical

century. Husserl is first of all a

mathematician, whose rigour is

always present in his reasoning.

He locates himself in a central

position between science and theory.

We can focus on the transcendental

matter and the objectivity of the

perception, without caring too much

about a series of perceptual issues

which Hussel deals with in his studies

Witough further lingering about the

minutia of the philosophy of Husserl:

what distinguishes Edmund Husserl

from other philosophers is his need to
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motivate the categorical outside of

the subject. In other words, if for

Emmanuel Kant and his followers the

transcendental is that group of

categories with which it is possible to

read the outside world, which is and

stays something formless, a whole

reasonable and shared, for Husserl the

transcendental has two poles

regulating the perception: the

material and the subject. If in Kant the

transcendental coincides with

subjectivity, in Husserl it resides in the

correlation of subject and object, that

is in the prior condition of possibility

of the experience.

In Husserl the transcendental has an

objective and subjective implication,

the task of the phenomenology (or of

the philosopher) is to find laws

essential to the experience and to

comprehend how the two sides can

be combined. The philosopher then

studies both the structure of

conscience and its intentional acts

(subjectivity) and the laws of the so-

called “material ontologies”, that is,

the objective structures of

experience. This essential connection

is based on the prior laws which share

object and subject, and this creates

the ontological reasoning in Husserl

and allows us to retrace our steps. The

conscience of the subject sees the

world with the same logic laws

through which the world gives itself

to the subject.

Keeping in mind this ontological

explanation of sharing the world, we

can better understand the need for

ontology and its rhythm through

artificial intelligence. As Carlo

Scognamiglio puts it in his article:

“Right now the development of

researches on the application of

ontology to knowledge engineering

poses the exigency to distinguish

ontology as technology, that is, an

instrument to design databases, from

the ontology of the philosophical

tradition, which is a categorical

analysis, and it reveals to be close to

the problems arising from the study of

ontology as technology.

With this distinction Scognamiglio

clarifies the distinction between

ontology as technology and

philosophic ontology, which have in

common the research of stability of

processes and the sharing between

the individuals and the community.

In the following pages, the author

explains how the study and the design

of information systems was based , on

the one hand, on a functional

conception of knowledge , that is the

mechanism of

theorization/experimentation. On the

other hand, confirming the

importance of the return of ontology,

today artificial intelligence studies not

only focus on the limited object of

study, but also look for an ontological

approach able to create a common
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setting, where the database can

communicate starting from a

common formal language.

Here comes again a problem that

ontology has always faced: the

problem of ontology as a possibility to

establish the stability of common

discourses and perceptions. This is an

object-reality-language problem,

which was present in Plato’s

Parmenides and in his criticism of the

sophists. It is a problem of stability

apriori that cannot be attributed to

ideas, that is restrictive to attribute to

the subject, but that as we saw in

Husserl, and as its continue

application to knowledge engineering

shows, needs to be a system able to

comprehend, in the same logical

structure, both the reasoning of the

subject and the object, and its way of

sitting involuntary in a wider

relationships system.

Ontology becomes then a way of

reasoning and a common ground

upon which comprehension and

sharing of the world is based.

In this sense it is easy to understand

both the duplicity of ontology and its

recent importance: ontology as

technology and ontological

philosophy play a central role in fitting

different worlds within one domain.

Quoting again Scognamiglio: “In

practice, ontology becomes the

guiding principle for the construction

of a meta-model which includes and

connects different databases, yet

contributing to the construction of a

single database of a single disciplinary

field”.

Bouncing between subject, object,

reality, language and representation is

a problem that afflicts science and its

relationship with our perception of

the world. If up to today we have

been thinking about artificial

intelligence as something interesting

but maybe relegated to the past, it is

interesting to see how the correlation

between ontology and science is

making its way beyond theoretical

fields, as necessary condition for a

shared world based on perception.
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It is useful to end with some

references to a very peculiar essay

written by a philosopher and a

geologist, an interesting approach to

the science-ontological approach. The

essay is written by two professors at

the University of Buffalo, Barry Smith

and David Mark, and the title is: Do

mountains exist? Towards an ontology

of Landforms.

This is an odd question. Not so much

if you define the context. Indeed, this

question leads us to talk about one of

the fundamental common sense

distinction between appearance and

reality. As intuitive and direct as this

distinction, there is an immediate

answer that leaves no room for

uncertainty: “yes sure, mountains do

exist”. Mountains exist as a primary

correlated of the action and of the

human thought. Just think about the

importance of spatiality in our actions,

our thoughts and mountains play a

central role in it.

But mountains also represent the

most evident archetype of the

geographical object. If we ask

ourselves or if we ask a baby or any

other person who is learning a new

language: tell me a geographical

element, most of the times the

answer will be “mountain” . Thus,

mountains play a twofold role: they

can be individually assimilated to

objects though in their generality they

constitute a natural genre.

Either way you consider them, as

individual objects or as a typology,

mountains do not exist in the same

way as individual objects living in the

space we move or our intentions. This

is the starting point of the wandering

of Smith and Mark who think of

matter in many different ways and

come to the conclusion that, from

both points of view, asking questions

equals wanting to find a common

language which could do justice to

the real presence of mountains, both

respecting the scientific aspect of

analysis and explanation and the

interesting implication emerging from

the naive physics studies.

When you pay us for custom paper

writing service, you get good advice

from our professional writers in

addition to a good paper that will be

suitable to your particular needs. A

particular experienced and

knowledgeable writer will be assigned

to your custom paper writing task in

accordance to what you require. You

get support from our capable team
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during the process of the completion of your work.
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Anything I Love Goes Into My Brain. An
Interview With Rafael Rozendaal

Mathias Jansson

In the year 2000, Miltos Manetas

published the famous Neen Manifesto

in which he describes a new

unidentified generation of artists who

glorifies computers, artificially

simulation and who use the web as

their gallery. Two years later, Manetas

and Peter Lunenfeld manifested the

Neen concept in a spectacular

“hijacking” of the Whitney biennals

domain name.

During a talk a month before the

opening of the Withney biennal the

two friends discovered that the

domain name Whitneybiennial.com

was open for registration and they

decided to challenge the museum

show. After a well prepared media

coup, they launched the new

homepage with their own exhibition.

Around 20 artists were represented in

the online biennal. Artists such as

Miltos Manetas, Rafaël Rozendaal and

Han Hooeerbrugge ,and other

Neenstars presented artworks made

with Flash.

On the new homepage you could also

find some theoretical texts. Here, I will

highlight three important quotes to

describe what Neen was all about:

“This generation does not care if their
work is called art or design. This
generation is no longer interested in
the “media critique” which
preoccupied media artists of the last
two decades; instead it is engaged in
software critique.“  from “Generation
Flash” by Lev Manovic.

“Websites are today’s most radical
and important art objects.” from
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“Websites, the art of our times” by
Miltos Manetas

“Flash is PopTech, the OpArt of the
new millennium. Flash is PoliTech, the
irrepressible joy and lightness of being
digital after the boom economy has
gone bust.” from “Flash is Poptech” by
Peter Lunenfeld.

With Neen and the

Whitneybiennal.com, Flash was

established as a artistic tool for a new

generation of artists. One of the artist

was Raphael Rosendahl with his work

Clouds, a Flash work with a blue

background, where big white clouds

scrolled across the screen from left to

right, and when you put you mouse

over the clouds would burst with a

“poff”.

Today Rosendahl is a well established

artist in the net art scene. Recently

Raphael participated in a commercial

for the the new Nokia N9. When I saw

the Nokia video commercial I couldn’t

 help to draw a parallel with a

commercial with another famous

artist, when the home computer

Amiga 500 was launched at a press

conference in 1985. The Amiga market

team had engaged Andy Warhol to

paint Debbie Harry live on an Amiga

to promote the new fantastic product.

Perhaps, it’s bold to compare Raphael

with Andy Warhol but as you will see

there are some interesting

connections between Neen and Pop

art.

Raphael fits well into the Neen
concept. He mainly uses Flash in his

work, he publishes all his work on the

net and his art consists of web pages

with unique domain names. But when

I ask Raphael if he calls himself a

Neenstar and if he belongs to the

generation Flash he replies that he

rather wants to be connected with

the Internet generation than to a

particular manifesto or movement:

“Flash is a tool, but I care mostly about

the Internet. I belong to generation

Internet and Do It Yourself publishing.

I am not waiting to be asked to take

the initiative to explore the new

landscape we all love, that is Internet”.
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Flash has always been an important

tool for Raphael, as he confirms: “I

used Flash because it always works. In

my experience all the other options

(Javascript, frames, processing, CSS

animation, DHTML, Shockwave,

Silverlight, Canvas tag, WebGL, Unity)

are either very different per browser

or crash often. I always liked Flash

because it is very  reliable, and the

files are tiny”.

What will happen in the future with

Flash? The last years developers have

abandoned Flash in favor of the new

HTML 5 standard, which has good

support for video. Companies such as

Apple don’t support Flash in products

such as iPad for example. Rafaël

Rozendaal‘s opinion is quite clear: “We

will see what happens. All the HTML5

demos I’ve checked behaved quite

differently in different browsers and

now Chrome is more optimized for

SVG and Firefox for Canvas tag and

lots of people don’t update their

browsers. I’ve made some iPhone

apps and they have sold really well so

that’s great. It’s nice to think about

these mobile touch devices, and how

people have them in their hands at all

times. Whatever happens I’ll go with

the flow of technology, but I’m not a

super early adapter. I wait till the

mainstream is ready, because I like to

speak to a large audience..”

Raphael has since the

Whitneybiennal.com continued to

develop his own artistic style. His

works consist of  large colorful fields

and objects, sometimes with

psychedelic effects. I think of Pop-art

and Andy Warhol’s famous screen

prints of Marilyn Monroe when I see

some of his works.

When I ask Raphael about his artistic

inspiration, he answers as many other

artist in his generation that there are

many different sources. The net is a

big cut and paste inspiration area

where you can mix everything with

anything: “I love paintings, old

cartoons, new cartoons, anything I

love goes into my brain and becomes

part of me. I like looking at things for a
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long time, staring, being bored, it’s

important.

Rafaël RozendaalRaphael is a pure net

artist, nearly every work of him is

digital and available on the net. So it

was a bit surprising to find out that

almost every art project of Raphael

begins with a handmade sketch

before it goes digital. As he tells me :

“I do the first drawings by hand

because it’s faster. I can make many

and not worry and later I select which

things to continue. “.

After the first drawing the creative

process continues through a number

of steps: “Getting the idea, thinking,

thinking, thinking some more, making

a drawing, letting it rest, think more,

take some photos, draw some more,

google image, drawing, searching

sounds online, looking for available

domain names, letting it rest, meeting

my programmer, see what’s possible,

drawing on computer, send to

programmer, skype, skype, check first

version, buy domain name, change

settings in programming,skype more

with programmer, finish it, publish

with FTP, post on Facebook”.

Many of Raphaels works are about

repetition and motion. It can be walls

that fall in a never ending loop, toilet

paper that you can pull out for ever,

doors that open new doors that open

new doors and so on. In a way his

works can be experienced as a

metaphor of a never ending Sisyphus

work. A rather hopeless situation

when you never get out of the loop,

but on the other hand, you could also

experience his works as a kind of

meditative mantra that repeats itself

and forces you to slow down and

reflect.

Raphael describes this feeling: “I think

it is a choice, I like making these

moving images that do not have a

beginning or end, but they still move,

infinitely. Isn’t it amazing that

computers can create infinite

generative images? I’m not sure why I

do it or what it stands for, but it’s

something I have to do.”

“Websites are today’s most radical

and important art objects” wrote

Miltos Manetas. This is a statement
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that fit well with Raphael’s work.

When you buy a work of Raphael you

not only buy a digital copy but also an

art object since every art work has a

unique and exclusive domain name

which the buyer purchases. To make it

easier to sell his artworks Raphael has

created a legal Art Website Sales

Contract: “I made the contract

because I needed it, because selling

websites is a new thing so there were

no examples yet. And since I made it I

thought why not share it, so it can

stimulate other artists to sell

websites. I like the idea of art being

open to the public yet exclusively

owned. A piece of art that is

everywhere in the world at the same

time, isn’t that amazing?”

Today when more and more art are

digital it also open up new ways to

exhibit it. The MINI Museum of XXI

Century Arts by Domenico Quaranta is

a 7” digital photo frame bought on

eBay equipped with a 4GB pen drive.

The MINI Museum then travels from

node to node around a network of

artists.

Artist Aram Bartholl’s Speed Show

Manifest consist of some simple

instructions: “Hit an Internet-cafe,

rent all computers they have and run

a show on them for one night. All art

works of the participating artists need

to be on-line (not necessarily public)

and are shown in a typical browser

with standard plug-ins.”

Raphael has also contributed to this

new exhibition form with BYOB (Bring

Your Own Beamer). BYOB is described

as a series of one-night-exhibitions

hosting artists and their projectors.

This year BYOB was selected by the

Padiglione Internet Pavillion at the

Venice Biennal 2011.

Raphael ends by explaining why BYOB

is such a nice concept, since it allows

net artists to meet in real life:”I am so

happy with BYOB! BYOB is simple:

find a place, invite many artists, ask

them to bring their projector. It’s open

source, anyone can make a BYOB, and

so it spreads fast. Within a year there
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were 48 editions all around the world.

I think people make a lot of things

online and this is an effective way of

coming together and sharing that in a

physical social environment, it makes

people very happy”.

http://www.newrafael.com/

http://www.byobworldwide.com/

http://www.artwebsitesalescontract.

com/
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Notes On Cyber-minotaurs And Immedia. The
Opacity Of Immaterial Signs

Mitra Azar

This article aims to explore

 an exploration of some of the

pragmatics of the self defining our

relationship with the Internet and the

notion of language, and it originates

from the need of redefining the

concept of virtuality in opposition to

that of reality, precisely because of a

new form of intimacy the

immateriality of new media is rapidly

creating between the realm of organic

and that of the inorganic.

The idea that the online virtual world

is not actually real is increasingly

difficult to accept, as well as the fact

that its reality is opposed to the out-

screen world. It seems, in fact, that

these two spheres (real and virtual)

are increasingly overlapping, as in J. L.

Borges‘ On Exactitude in Science,

where the kingdom’s map overlaps

exactly with the kingdom’s territories,

or as in A. B. Casares’ The Invention of
Morel, where a machine can faithfully

reproduce the whole reality and

subsequently superimpose it to reality

itself so that it becomes

indistinguishable from it.

The Internet seems to attempt

something similar in potentia, and its

ability to absorb the outside world

sounds as dangerous as fascinating.

The pixels on a computer screen act

as a sort of gate, a transparent

membrane, where the connection

between world’s organicity and band’s

discreteness occurs. The veil

mentioned by F. Nietszche and

inspired by A. Schopenauer,

(im)materializes onto the screen

virtuality. Virtuality lies in-between,

and so does the veil as the virtual

zone of ontological reversibility, the

projection surface of virtual into real,

of imaginary into image. The veil is not

just what you see, but also the horizon

of virtualities it opens.
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Hence, the Internet’s immateriality

becomes the sign of an expressive

relationship between virtual and real.

Technically speaking, immaterials are

materials that lose their opaque

consistency, turning the idea of

substantia into the transparent

language-code of new digital media,

i.e. Immedia (cf. G. Deleuze, L’image-
temps), where traditional media are

outstripped in the invisibility of

interfaces. Immaterials highlight the

usual asymptotic tendency of signs to

trasparency as præsentia in absentia
(cf. F. De Saussure, Course in General
Linguistics), where the code invisibility

is directly proportional to its opaque

(that is visible, inasmuch as

applicable) operating functionality.

Therefore, transparency and opacity

coexist, and consist in the complex

and folded nature of immaterial signs,

revealing themselves as each other’s

reverse.

It is maybe among these signs that we

are witnessing the (hetero)genesis of

a virtual immaterial boden, halfway

between real and imaginary, visible

and invisible, transparency of the

Internet and corporeality of the virtual

bodies. A un-centered boden,

perpetually changing, neither

unrecognizable, nor body-centric.

In the Internet, as in the substantial

(real, as in tangible) 
bodens

,

geography and landscape live

together, crisscrossing. Yet, it is

mostly in these immaterial signs that

the extreme geography of algorithms

is converted into landscape, meant as

“world prior to knowledge, this world

of which knowledge always speaks,

and this world with regard to which

every scientific determination is

abstract, signitive, and dependent,

just like geography with regard to the

landscape in which we first learned

what a forest, a meadow, or a river is.”

(cf. M. Merleau-Ponty,

Phénoménologie de la perception

).

In this sense, the illusion of

geographic conquest is disproved in

the Internet, for instance, when we

get lost among several pages opened

at once, or when, while looking for

information, we cross more of it,

diverting our research toward

unexpected sceneries, forgetting

about the reasons, or the direction, of

our research itself.
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Therefore, unlike the metaphysical

clichés, according to which the

immaterial signs of techno-sciences

perfect the facing dominion of man

over nature (Vor-stellung), these signs

challenge its basis, proving that “mind

and matter are cousins in the family of

immaterials” (cf. J.F. Lyotard, T.

Chaput, Les immatériaux). As a matter

of fact, it is through immaterial signs

that the opaque body of the subject

virtually reappears as a sign among

signs, pushing us to rethink language

as an “openness of what is symbolic in

the relation between body and world”

(cf. M. Merleau-Ponty, Résumés de
cours, Collège de France 1952-1960).

Avatars and virtual environments

opacify, in their own way, the

immateriality of codes in which they

are written, reintroducing them in the

natural, perceptual language. From

this perspective, immaterial signs

make resurface the tangible and

expressive side of our exposure: real

and virtual bodies are expressive

percepts of a raw semio-perceptosis

and the places for an ontogenetic

recreation of language, since

“properly speaking, the expression

which language makes possible,

resumes and amplifies another

expression, which is revealed in the

‘archeology’ of the perceived world”.

(cf. M. Merleau-Ponty, Résumés de
cours, Collège de France 1952-1960).

In the technological virtuality

embodied by avatars, the being a sign

of the body, or better, of an exposed

body, is disclosed: its symbolical value

originates in an “unstable horizon of

[perceptual] interactions” (cf. J.F.

Lyotard, T. Chaput, 
Les immatériaux

)

between virtual bodies and real

identities, and between virtual

identities and real bodies. The

explosion of the bodies and their

dissemination convey a mutant

identity falling on virtual

personifications, retroacting on the

supposed original identity, and

turning a virtual imaginary into a

virtually real identity – the living

bodies of Second Life.
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It is the retro-projection of a virtual

body over a real identity, which

therefore changes, proving to be

inessential. Yet, it is a weird form of

empathic backcross between an

avatar and myself. What kind of

empathy does exist between myself

and my avatar? We may call it meta-
unipathy of the multi-vidual, if it
wouldn’t sound like a disease.

Nonetheless, if we refer to unipathy

as feeling ourselves as one out of two,

we should refer to this meta-unipathy

as feeling ourselves as two out of one,

i.e. as an empathic dispossession of

one’s own body from himself toward a

virtual horizon, of which an avatar is a

particular and auto-referred folding

up. Yet, the one concerned reveals

itself not as the same one, but rather

as the other’s other: the subject’s

identity becomes the immaterial
entre-deux generated by his own

projection on the virtual body, and by

the retro-projection of the latest on

the original identity.

In avatars, meant as raw forms of

mind upload, what is human

intersects with the immateriality of

the machine, awakening identity

latencies, unexpected virtualities

which make tangible the chiasmatic

relation (cf. M. Merleau-Ponty)

between real and virtual, as showed

by the atypical form of (empathic)

reversibility between the subject and

himself in the act of incarnating into a

– though immaterial – body. I

empathize with myself in the mirror of

others’, i.e. in their gazes. Similarly, I

look at myself in my avatar,

empathizing through the virtual gazes

of others’.

In this sense, we may say that in theImmedia
 we retrace the

heterogenesis of the principle of

individuation, which is as well the

principle of actualization. However,

actuality does not resemble the

virtuality it embodies: for this reason,

the opaque virtuality of immaterial

signs is veiled by their (supposed)

transparency, the transparency of the

algorithms in which they are written.

Thus, neither language nor

technologies can be trivially meant as

the prostheses of mankind, whereas

they are, in fact, its (im)proper

expressive distortions, just as in the

hybrid nature of avatars, bio-

mechanical minotaurs in the invisible

labyrinthine 

Umwelt
 of the Internet.
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Urban Escapism – Part 1. The Thousand Lights
Of Tokyo’s Streets

Mauro Arrighi

Toshio Iwai, born in Japan in 1962, has

been internationally defined as a

new-media artist. In the following

pages, I will address one of his

experiments, Sound-Lens , which he

made in 2001, when he was 39.

Following this piece, a couple of

Japanese contemporary authors are

offering a totally new point of view of

Tokyo through the everyday’s unseen:

Iwai is one of these explorers.

This work of Iwai could be re-named

after the title of a paragraph of the

book Millennial Monsters by Anne

Allison: “Technology Begets

Mythology: Healing and Nomadiscism,

Enchantment and Illumination”

(Allison 2006: 22). [1]

About this artwork, Jun Rekimoto

writes: “Toshio Iwai’s interactive

artwork Sound-Lens is a hand held

device that converts light into sound”

(Rekimoto 2009: 9) [2]. Sound-Lens

can be ascribed to the category of

mobile electronic music; it can also be

described as an artistic model, which

converts light into sound. Sound-Lens

is a portable sound device, but there

is no content in it: no digital music is

stored inside the device. The sound is

made on the fly: it is synthesized by

the hardware/software system inside

the device.

There is a big lens, which detects

light, and then the light waves are

translated into sound waves. Every

light-emitting and light-reflecting

object can be turned into a musical

instrument.
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Sound-Lens is remarkable in enabling

us to experience the world from a

totally different perspective (Iwai

2006: 321) [3]. One can experience the

kind of voice a desk lamp would have

for example. By using Sound-Lens, it

is possible to listen to the traffic lights

or even to the moon: when the

receiver lens is held up against a light

source, the concealed sound can be

heard through the worn headset.

De Mente writes: “Japanese aesthetic

pursuits were designed to pleasure all

of the senses as well as the spirit.

They included such formalized

practices as poetry-writing, moon-

viewing, cherry blossom viewing,

incense parties, sightseeing, listening

to the songs of insects, flower

arranging, music, folk dancing, and

the tea ceremony” (De Mente 2003:

37) [4]. Iwai’s experiment fits this

aesthetic tradition.

A key point of Sound-Lens is its

portability: this device enables us to

explore the soundscape and

atmosphere of public spaces in real

time.

As Betsky puts it in the essay entitled
Marking The Electrosphere: “In a

world of urban sprawl, we are

increasingly nomads who find

themselves in one spot only

momentarily. Once there, we anchor

ourselves to a place, and to a sense of

belonging, through signs, numbers, or

figures” (Betsky 1997: 222)[5].

Sound-Lens sits in-between

Interactive Art and product Design.

The users would carry the device and

listen to the sounds through

headphones, but the device alone is

dumb and speechless in itself: it relies

on the specific lighting of the

cityscape. Remarkably, in new-media

art, the notion of observer or visitor

has been surpassed and replaced by

the notion of player, user or

performer.

Randall Packer writes about the

legacy of Làszlò Moholy-Nagy as

instructor at the Bauhaus, and on the

theories of Walter Gropius: these

authors left seminal ideas, which

developed through time and beyond

Weimar; Packer points out: “Further

experimentation in live performance

subsequently had a profound impact

on the changing relationship between

the viewer and the artwork, with the

intent to heighten individual,

subjective experience. This tendency
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took root in the performance art of

John Cage, who staged seminal

events with Robert Rauschenberg and

Merce Cunningham at Black Mountain

College in the early 1950s” (Packer

2003: 145) [6].

The Pepsi Pavilion is regarded as

being a cornerstone in the

development of Japanese new media

art. Between March 15 and September

13, 1970 a World Expo ’70 was held in

Suita, Osaka, Japan.

The Pepsi Pavilion questioned the role

of the viewer. Packer writes: The sum

total of the Pepsi Pavilion was a fluid,

multi-sensory experience of light,

sound, touch and movement,

constantly changing in response to

the viewer’s presence and actions,

and to the natural forces of the

environment. Seen by millions of

visitors, the Pavilion brought into

sharp focus the active role of the

viewer through the project’s embrace

of open, responsive systems. For the

artists and engineers, it became a

study in the dynamics of viewer

interaction (Packer 2003: 147) [7].

Since then, it was clear that there had

been a shift in the role of the viewer

from passive subject to active

participant: from viewer to performer,

then to player, and later, to user.

Coming back to Iwai and his project

Sound Lens, one may argue, as the

online movie about the project

suggests, that in Iwai’s point of view

Shibuya station is a synecdoche of

Tokyo. Tokyo, in turn, is an allegory of

the city of light. Shibuya is then the

perfect site where the new-media

artist can investigate the glittering

surface of the market as a reflection

of late-capitalism Japan. I refer to

Tokyo as a city of light as a reference

to Paris: contemporary Tokyo can be

perceived as an allegory of Paris of

the 19th century.

Paris has been nicknamed La Ville-

Lumière; such epithet was assigned

due to the following reasons: the

foundation of the Academy of

Science, the Haussmann’s Renovation,

the early adopting of street lighting.

I think that the fascination that Toshio

Iwai and other Japanese authors have

of the streetlights of Tokyo is mere

superficial incantation. In saying so I

don’t mean to diminish the value of
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the research of these authors: I mean

to question the preconception that

contemporary western scholars have

in regard to the centrality of surface

and enchantment.

In the movie/installation done by

WOW this epidermal fascination

towards the nocturnal cityscape of

Tokyo is made apparent. The images

are beautiful in their illusionistic

appeal: the real city is abstracted into

seemingly photorealistic three-

dimensional floating objects, the

constitutive elements of the facade of

Tokyo.

WOW, maybe inadvertently, does not

manipulate the images of the facades

of the city, but represents Tokyo as a

facade itself: a glossy overcoat, which

defies gravity, suspended on an

infinite black space. This

consideration does not detract from

the aesthetic experience that we

might enjoy with our senses at the

view of the installation.

As Philip Brophy puts it: “For me, so

much of Japan investigates what

could be termed as an ‘optical

epidermalism’: a form of illusory

sheathing, gloving and skinning where

things are ‘second skinned’ by a tight

yet malleable surface, which twists

and swells while signifying a range of

modalities and tonalities’” (Brophy

2007: 51).[8]

The facade becomes emblematic of

the modern – or the postmodern as

some argue- cityscape. In my opinion,

the parallelism that can be traced

between the factual facadomization

of Paris of the late 19th century and

the virtual facadomization of Tokyo of

the 21st century is concerned more

with the surface than with the

content: it is like maquillage.

Interestingly, the body of Paris as it

was has been lost: we find ourselves

facing a more dramatic event than a

simple operation of maquillage.

The Haussmann’s Renovation of Paris

has its nemesis in Mireille Suzanne

Francette Porte, best known as

ORLAN, with her artistic plastic

surgeries of the early to mid nineties;

conversely, the reduction of Tokyo to

a second skin of bright

advertisements has its nemesis in the

2D/3D animation of WOW. What I find

odd and threatening is that the

appropriation of the Parisian allure

does not refer to the present-day

diverse capital, but to an idealized
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Paris. It is an appropriation,

reinterpretation, and simulation done

by means of digital technology.

I believe that the definition that

Allison gives of Walter Benjamin‘s

theories, originally used to analyze

Paris of the 19th century and now

applied to describe contemporary

Tokyo, applies here: “New department

stores arranged goods in

carnivalesque dream form, and urban

space became transformed by (and

into) markets for selling dreams”

(Allison 2006: 29).  [9]

The transfiguration of an hypothetical

other, to be found in an European

setting from the 19th century, has in

the directors Hayao Miyazaki and

Katsuhiro Otomo charismatic

examples. The dreamy transfiguration

of Miyazaki of an idealized Europe is

emblematic and can be seen in the

following movies: The Castle of
Cagliostro dated 1979, Kiki’s Delivery
Service dated 1989, and Porco Rosso
dated 1992; as for Otomo’s, his

Steamboy dated 2004.

Most notable, if the system of beliefs

preceding the Enlightenment have

not disappeared through

modernization in France, so is for

Japan when it underwent

Modernization, whose beginning

coincides with The Meiji Restoration.

The otherness in this case is not the

foreigner, but the idea or a system of

beliefs, which has survived to the rise

of monotheism first, and to the Age of

Reason later, in the case of Western

countries.

Such phenomenon goes under the

definition of axial age; accordingly to

German philosopher Karl Jaspers,

Japan never went through such

epochal revolution (Jaspers 2011). [10]

Even within cultures that underwent

the process of axialization, the survival

and resurfacing of holism might

occur, especially in contexts where

reductionist instances are at work.

Allison points out, referring to the

research of Susan Buck-Morss on

Walter Benjamin that “Mythology did

not disappear in this age of

technology but, rather, became

rooted within technology itself. This

phenomenon resulted from what he

[Walter Benjamin] believed to be a

creative potential within industrial

production, as well as the imaginative

effect on consumers of the

spectacular display of goods (as in the

Parisian arcades) as a kind of
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phantasmagoric ‘dreamworld’” (Allison

2006: 28) [11]. In my opinion, the lights

in the nightscape are like mermaids.

In fact, using Sound-Lens, we can

experience their voices. This is the

resurfacing of the myth in the

contemporaneous.

Concerning Japan’s transition from

Middle Age to Modernity, Allison

points out, referring to the book by

Gerald Figal Civilization and Monsters,

concerning the research made by

ethnographer Yanagita Kunio, that the

supernatural did not succumb to

modernity. On the contrary:

mysterious and fantastic things –

fushigi – have been vital in stabilizing

and harmonizing the transformation

of Japan.

Allison approvingly quotes Figal: “The

fantastic as I conceive it is the

constant condition of Japanese

modernity in all its contradictions and

fluidity. [..] The fantastic allows the

modern to be thought. [..] Modernity

is itself phantasmagoric [..] modernity

is akin to the root definition of

Bakemono, a “thing that changes

form” (Figal 2006: 28).[12]

I might admit that the above-

mentioned definition of contemporary

Japan is similar in what is thought to

be Post-modernism. In fact, in

defining the work of Toshio Iwai as a

series of commandments following

Modernism, I can’t help but posing

some resistance: “For the conservative

Daniel Bell, writing in 1978, Modernism

was characterized by a disruptive

agnosticism” (Harrison and Wood

2005: 1016). [13] Since it seems to me

that Sound-Lens embed a form of

spirituality, it might contrast with the

above-mentioned assumption.

Iwai does not seem interested in any

political statement after all, but the

work implicitly considers the

importance of the visual to

contemporary societies, specifically in

the West; on this subject Dr Gillian

Rose approvingly quotes Jay: “Martin

Jay has used the term ucularcentrism

to describe the apparent centrality of

the visual to contemporary Western

life” (Rose 2001: 7) [14]
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As Rose might say, Iwai disrupts the

conventional analytical western

framework for understanding how

images become meaningful: the signs,

which compose words, are deprived

of their literal meaning. Iwai uses the

signs, as Barthes sees those in

Japanese culture (Barthes 1983).

Neon signs, the logographic Chinese

characters Kanji, are used by Iwai as

raw material for the elaboration of an

audio output, which has neither

resemblance with the signifier nor

with the signified. Barthes does not

describe the real Japan, Japan serves

as an ideal tool to put on the

extremes, to set apart, to locate on

two opposite sides the worldview of

the Japanese and the worldview of

the Westerners. Barthes needs to

form the Other, which better

manifests in what I would name

superficiality.

For the scholar Alan Macfarlane,

Japanese people, instead of looking at

themselves in the mirror –

metaphorically – or to look at the

factual reality objectively, look at

themselves through the judgments

made by foreign academics having as

subject the Japanese culture itself

(Macfarlane 2009). As Gillian Rose

puts it, “modern forms of knowledge

depend on a scopic regime” (Rose

2001: 7). [15]

Barbara Maria Stafford, throughout

her investigation, found that from the

beginning of the eighteen century,

images have become increasingly

powerful in the depiction of the world

on discharge of text, therefore

knowledge, especially scientific

knowledge, has been based upon

images; such process literally gave

rise to a worldview based on images,

which has been thought as been

scientifically describing the reality

(Stafford 1993, 1996).

Chris Jenks, in the opening of his

essay entitled The centrality of the
eye in western culture, points out that

“looking, seeing and knowing have

become perilously intertwined” (Jenks

1995: 1); [16] furthermore Jenks argues

that “the modern world is very much a

‘seen’ phenomenon” (Jenks 2004:

255). [17] Even so, Jenks is not in fully

agreement with the theory, which

recites that Modern culture was

characterized by the privileged status

of vision over the other senses. In fact,

in Culture Key Ideas he writes that

sight has not been granted its
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predominance until up to modern

time.

It appears to be that in western

culture the action of seeing would

equate the process of knowing. This is

not a concept peculiar to western

philosophy. On the contrary, as the

book L’uomo e il suo divenire secondo
il Vedanta by René Guénon “The

Sanskrit root vid, from which both

Veda and vidya derive, means ‘to see’

– from Latin videre – and ‘to know’ at

the same time: the sight is used as the

symbol for knowledge, being its

privileged tool in the realm of the

senses. This symbolism is transposed

well into pure intellectual order,

where knowledge is compared to a

‘inner vision’, as it is exemplified by

the term ‘intuition’(Guénon 1992: 17).

[18]

In regard to the primacy of vision and

the control which technology exerts

on the way we navigate through the

contemporary urban scenario, I would

like to quote Ravi Agarwal: “Urban

centres are probably the greatest

technological creations of modern

times. A city dweller has no

connection with the world that

supports him or her. [..] The isolation

of the mind itself is probably more

dangerous” (Agarwal 2003: 33). [19]

The author goes on describing his

experience with the camera to the

extent to which he felt to of being in

total control of the tool.

Thereafter he felt as if he had become

the tool himself. The camera imposed

what and how Agarwal was seeing the

world around him. Agarwal reminds

us that Photography, the technology

of photographing, from being an aid

in understanding the reality – the

epidermis of the appearance

nonetheless – can become a thick

filter between us and the other at

first, to the extent that technology

separates us from the world around.

Judith Adler takes into account the

political meaning of sight, pointing

out that the Grand Tour, in the

timeframe between 1600 and 1840

sanctioned the idea that sight itself

was a privileged tool for acquiring

knowledge and ultimately control

(Adler 1989: 1366-1391). [20] The grand
tour is judged for its political

orientation because those were the

journeys of the European elites,

nobility at first and bourgeois lately.

The subjects of the tour were upper-

class citizens while the objects were

foreign commoners, immersed in
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romanticized landscapes, roman ruins,

and contemporary paintings.

Renato Barilli points out that during

the eighteenth century philosophers,

writers, and essayists practiced the

Grand Tour in order to find aesthetic

manifestations of beauty and the

sublime (Barilli 1989: 28-29). Those

were to be found in nature, in its

digressions as contemplation of

landscapes. Sightseeing was indented

to provoke psychological excitement;

geographical exploration had an

exotic appeal, which transcended

scientific discovery for allegoric aims.

[21] These manifestations of the

sublime were intended to gush out

from the senses and not from the

intellect.

The parallelism between the elitist

inner significance of the grand tour

through Europe and the guided tour

by Toshio Iwai in Tokyo cityscape

reveals itself in an interesting twist:

artists, designers and art aficionados

are nonetheless an elite, but what is

peculiar in the Shibuya tour is that an

ordinary landscape – for those who

live there, of course – is then turned

by the Iwai’s device into an

unconventional landscape.

John Urry wrote that we do not “travel

to remote places” to experience

novelty (Urry 2002: 7), [22] but to turn

what we typically encounter in

everyday life into something

extraordinary. Twisting Urry’s

assertion, rather than traveling abroad

to experience something unusual for

us, we reshape – de-shape perhaps -,

by passing through technology, the

conventional, turning it into the

uncanny, and by doing so we find

pleasure.

Christopher Dowling in his Multi-
sensory versus the ‘Higher’ Senses
says: “Much of the literature in this

domain makes reference to the fact

that aesthetic experiences in the art

world differs to that in quotidian

contexts in that artworks tend to

engage the ‘higher senses’ of vision

and hearing (Dowling 2010: 236). [23]

In this sense Sound-Lens shall be

positioned in the context of Art not in

the everyday aesthetic.

Defining Sound-Lens is even more

difficult when we add another idea

from Dowling: “[..] art (even art with

some focus on the everyday) tends to

distance the viewer from its object,

emphasizing the visual impact of an
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environment but relegating the kind

of interaction yielded by the other

senses” (Dowling 2010: 236). [24] n this

regard, it might be said that the scope

of Art is to make unfamiliar the object

of our perception. Widening the vision

through artfulness procrastinates

judgment.
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Ricci/forte. A Mash-up Of Uneasiness And
Perversion

Alessandra Coretti

We don’t know what truth is� the
important thing is that ambiguity has
to be cleared. The victims, murderers,
main characters of this snuff movie
that life offers are us, desperately
looking for love in an impossible
world: since in the end even Nature,
just like men, is a whore and is
unfaithful. Always. . – Andrea
Porcheddu (a cura di), Macadamia Nut
brittle (primo gusto), Pisa, Titivillus,

2010

The epigraph introducing the article is

taken from the cover notes of the

above book, a volume containing the

first publication of the Macadamia

Nut Brittle text, related to the

homonymous show that made its

debut at the Festival Garofano Verde

in Rome in 2009, inspired by Dennis

Cooper, written by Ricci/Forte and

directed by Stefano Ricci, which also

contains an interview to the artists

and a critical introduction by the

author, retracing the main

characteristics of the work by the

Roman duo.

The book is enriched by reflexive

digressionsranging from Pier Paolo

Pasolini’s private letters, to

therereadingby the French

philosopher Didi-Huberman. The

quotation, deliberately emphatic,

contradictory and provocative,

reflects the allure, the humour, of the

scene by Ricci/Forte: pure

concentrate of contemporary

psychosis.

Art-makers for a living, Stefano Ricci

and Gianni Forte were trained at the

Accademia d’Arte Drammatica Silvio

d’Amico and New York University,

studying respectively with Luca

Ronconi and Edward Albee. In 2006,

after a short break as screenplayers in

the television mainstream, they

obtained theatrical citizenship with

the show Troia’s Discount, followed by

Wunderkammer Soap #1_Didone,

Wunderkammer Soap #_2Faust
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(2006), Wunderkammer Soap

#_3Tamerlano, Wunderkammer Soap

#_4Edoardo II, Wunderkammer Soap

#_5ero>Leandro (2007),

metamorpHotel (2006), 100% furioso

(2008), Ploutos (2009), ‘Abastarduna

(2009) Hystrio prize for the

dramaturgy in 2000 Macadamia Nut

Brittle (2009), Pinter’s Anatomy (2009)

in co-production with CSS in Udine,

Troilo vs Cressida (2010), Grimmless

(2011). They became exporters of the

made in Italy abroad, attending many

festivals in France (Europe&Cies/Lion),

Romania (Underground

Theatre/Arad), England (Lingering

Whispers/London) and Germany

(Glow/Berlin).

While we are writing this article, the

last reruns of the Wunderkammer

Soap are coming to an end. This is a

project inspired by the theatre by

Christopher Marlowe, presented for

the first time in its entirety (seven

site-specific performances which

relate to soap opera seriality) at the

Romaeuropa Festival2011. We will

then see the ensemble, on November

5 together with the cited Grimmless –

work also inserted in the special

section dedicated to the theatrical

scene at the 41.Festival Internazionale

del Teatro in Venice – during the last

day of Gender Bender, international

festival which presents the

imaginative worlds linked to the new

representation of body and genre

identities.

Using the music slang, we literally

define it as the “heat” of the moment.

The shows by Ricci/Forte have

become a sort of fetish for a wide

group of aficionados, who fill the

theatres to see them anywhere in the

world and at the end of every show

award the actors/performers, like

warriors who survived the battle, with

rounds of applauses, almost with

standing ovations. Working as a

counterpart to the adepts of the two

enfants terribles, there’s an audience

that is absolutely bothered, irritated

by the shameless non-filtere-

-honesty of Ricci and Forte’s verve.

Their theatre explores places, where

we would never like to be taken: to

the mechanisms laying behind the

uneasiness, fears, perversions our era

inexorably carries over, what

someone calls violence, but which we

commonly define as “normality”.

Mechanisms to which we seem to be

completely accustomed, that are by
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now well integrated in everyday life,

but that can trigger some short-circuit

again, provoke strong reactions – of

approval and annoyance alike– thanks

to that process of emphatic unveiling

which only theatre is able to create so

well.

The scenic device by Ricci/Forte

founds its theatrical connection on an

collision, a shake, visualin first place,

given by the hardcore exhibition of

naked bodies assuming the form of

living murals, mixes of paints and left-

overs, low budget objects, humiliated

into shopping trolleys or by corrupted

stares. Behind the scene of

Ricci/Forte there’s actually a system

of re-signification which relates to an

imaginary permeated by fashion,

advertisement, B-movies etc., just like

they state in the following interview.

Cleverly reassembled according to the

mash-up principle, a technique

crossing all arts and consisting of

appropriating, cutting, mixing hybrid

material to make a new artwork come

to life.

Analysing the assemblages by

Ricci/Forte, we want to understand

how much authenticity and

professional ethics is applied to their

acts of dissection and re-make, to be

sure not to be faced with a mere joke,

an art fake well-planned by two skilful

retrievers. To try to eliminate any

doubt we went backstage to see how

sharp and efficient are their work

tools.

The conversation, dating back to June

2011, starts from a series of reflections

on the political possibilities of

contemporary theatre, beyond the

explicit ideological manifestations and

examines the Macadamia Nut Brittle

show, seen last season at Teatri di

Vita (Bologna).

Alessandra Coretti: I would start with

a general reflection on Theatre,

starting from a statement by Motus –

another group of the Italian

contemporary scene, particularly

active at the moment – that in an

interview defined its theatre

“obstinate”, in an armoured theatrical

system. Such obstinacy could be seen

as a need that theatre, or at least

some theatrical experiences, has to

look for a sense inside and beyond its

boundaries. Is there a sense, an

urgency, a need that your theatrical

work originates from? What do you

think is the status of the theatrical

system today?
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Ricci/Forte: The cultural genocide,

prophesied by Pasolini, to which

Television yielded us, forces us to

reorganize the packaging which

introduces us to the world, forgetting

all that lies unused under the first

layer. Obviously the research we are

trying to carry out does not have a

pedagogical goal, but we and the

entire ensemble really want to

stimulate people’s emotional and

intellectual resources in order to

assemble a muster of the Self ready to

attack, in an ontological equilibrium

between hyperatomic vitalism and an

incurable cupio dissolvi.

We live in a fragmented and

disorganic real world, driven by

homologation. It’s an hegemonic and

low-quality current that we just

record: it’s not about raw aspects, it’s

about disassembling the filters and

looking at the light for what it is. The

counterstroke of the end of

ideologies, disguised by lots of gifts,

makes every effort even more

pathetic.

The analysis appears then so clear

that it does not cause any ambiguity

on the fact that – in theatre – you

can’t pretend to tell anything that is

not US. Us without discounts, without

fabula superstructures; us, landed on

an almost empty stage, asking for an

ethical reorganization. Without any

moralistic hardening, narcissisms or

religious rages. Only accompanied by

a neo-humanist beat in the

valorisation of uniqueness and

difference.

A bloody, supreme attempt to bud

the real with a revolutionary activity of

guerrilla_poetic terrorism, making it

more authentic than the human traffic

they want us to believe. The on scene

trago-dìa unfolds with tangible

manners, because art, unlike media, is

subversive. Even if the planet is filled

with pain, transgression or enfants

terribles, it is not an experimental

avant-garde, or pop trend: it is just

the meaning of Theatre. Greeks did it

before anyone else.

Alessandra Coretti: The kind of

theatre you present is often the object

of attempts of categorizations among

which there is also the definition of

genre theatre. Is there a label that you

think suits you, a feature, or some

kind of landmark that you think

represents your style unquestionably?
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Ricci/Forte: Italy is a catholic country,

but in our job there is no gratuitous

scandal. The naked body, sex scenes,

heterosexual or homosexual

intercourses are only part of a project

assessing the individual expressive

freedom, the effort to keep its own

moral integrity, regardless of the

sentimental choices it makes or the

sexual role the chromosomes

predestined it to. These

characteristics sweep away any

transgressive or provocative meaning,

leaving undiminished – even in the

most conservative audience – the idea

that we are facing something that

transcends the violence exhibited on

stage, in favour of an individual

pureness we can only reach through a

path of authentic calling oneself into

question, with no bourgeois

hypocrisy.

Alessandra Coretti: You claim that

your theatre is political, according to

the meaning given by Barba, meaning

that it disseminates a vision on the

world, but the political quality of your

works could be retraced also in the

modality of the composition, in the

use of the language, in the elaboration

of materials (to quote Godard). Could

you explain to me your method of

scenic construction?

Ricci/Forte: In the scenic itinerary the

main role is played by mankind:

Theatre is born from it, from the

performer, from his political sense,

from the ethic mark he leaves.

Ronconi taught us to use the “logos”

as a way to take them somewhere

else. After the classical training, our

interest shifted on the evocative

power of the different expressive

forms on scene, increasing the

potential of the performer. Today we

draw from the works by the older

brothers (Nekrosius, Pollesch, Platel,

CadenManson) analysing the present,

transforming it, mixing images/words

to make the syntactic emptiness

shake, looking for a rediscovery of the

signs and striving to create

autonomous forms.

The word becomes one of the many

tools at our disposal to empathizing.

Language, heart, legs drink from the

suggestions created by sessions of

improvisation of ensemble. So our

work is positively affected, acquiring

more meanings in a transversal

direction which abandons the

epidermis sinking in the centre of the

being.
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Alessandra Coretti: Speaking of

language, the first analysis I ask you to

make concerns the textual

component of your shows. The texts,

in the scenic transposition, are

dissected and faced specularly, the

aim is not to depict, but rather to

create a series of tensions, of subtexts

of written words, I would say, that

reaches an acme on scene. How is this

dramatic process carried out?

Ricci/Forte: Before being directors

we are craftsman of our projections.

We do not want to depict things, we

want to find the weight of the look,

verbal or visual. The research we do

on language tries to catch the

unexpressed contemporary: a

conceptual and political or aesthetic

research, needs to dig in the sores,

even to cause them; it needs to

represent a danger, illuminate the day

as a Bengal light in the night. This is

why our feverish obsessions, at the

basis of the interpersonal

relationships and of the resistance at

an obscuring levelling, are

radiographed in the linguistic

structure.

The directing work releases the

visionary aspect of the word, the

oneiric apparatus of the emotional

effort to grit teeth, the physical

grammar of a talking skeleton putting

up resistance . The feeling of

desperate uneasiness is organized as

a rite or chaos with no compass…

depending on the street taken.

Alessandra Coretti: Let’s move on to

the Macadamia Nut Brittle show, how

does this project come to life?

Ricci/Forte: Macadamia Nut Brittle
made its debut in 2009 at the

Garofano Verde show by Rodolfo

DiGiammarco, critic of La Repubblica,

who invited us to write about

contemporary novelists. We proposed

Dennis Cooper due to the dry brutality

in his exposition of existences. We

entered the rehearsal room without

even a single written word, and step

by step, we built a path not bounded

by reassuring structures. It has been

an animistic journey, an oneiric,

emotional dimension, something

which comes in a difficult moment of

private life.

We worked constantly behind closed

doors, privileging the theme of loss

and taking it to the most painful drifts.

We were afraid of presenting

something which could have been

misunderstood, but those were

unfounded fears: the show provoked

such an appreciation by, and an

involvement of the public that it

became the little cult of the season.
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Alessandra Coretti: The show is an

homage to Dennis Cooper, his reading

key, which is sex, the title is an ice-

cream flavour. According to which

formula do these three elements

combine?

Ricci/Forte: In the era of liquid

modernity, like Bauman defines it,

where the relationships scenario

constantly changes due to the

extreme weakness of human bonds,

we assume the identity of one-way

bottles, yearning for a bond and

terrified by the responsibilities which

that implies. Macadamia Nut Brittle,

an ice-cream flavour of the US

company Häagen-Dazs, becomes the

metaphor for a relationship with the

outside world. Since we are unable to

establish stable relationships with

other people, at every failure we melt

and re-solidify in a different form, just

like the ice-cream.

A new package allowing us to be

selected, picked, tasted. In this

attempt of constantly re-acquiring

substance in continuously new

attractive products, we lose sight of

ourselves, who we are. It is a journey

around the disillusion and fear of

growing up. Becoming adults is seen

as the end of the possibility to

change. We live in an endless

condition of adolescence, allowing us

to make mistakes and devouring

passions to satiate an excessive

hunger to live, which we try to

reinvent everyday. Using others like

children do with a new toy. We were

interested in Dennis Cooper’s

uneasiness of an existence

anaesthetised from any feeling.

The need to find a weight again, to

plug the leak at the centre of the

stomach. The characters by Cooper

stun themselves with sex, as a last cry

of contact with others, overcoming

even the limits of pain and physical

annihilation. Without taking away our

lives, we tried to analyse our methods

to find a meaning again, even through

the apparent satisfaction that gives us

compulsive sex.

Alessandra Coretti: Macadamia Nut

Brittle scene attacks the spectator’s

retina through a visual overload, to

begin with the actors exhibiting their

naked bodies or maybe it would be

more fair to say “raw” bodies. What is

the role that the actors play in this

show?

Ricci/Forte: There are no naked
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bodies in Macadamia Nut Brittle.

There are limbs, squares, epidermic

areas being unveiled, speaking their

voice where vocal chords can’t reach.

The performers have a machine at

their disposal and the fact that they

shake every time it is used, shows us

the level of brain curving where we

buried ourselves. The skeleton, the

organs it contains, the body, become

bridges, communication hooks to

drink from an oasis before the

distressing journey under the sun of

delusions, west of the existence.

Alessandra Coretti: At the core of it all

is there a material conception of the

scene in which the raw material – the

performer – interfaces with other

scenic materials?

Ricci/Forte: Just like any following

creations (Pinter’s Anatomy, Some

Disordered Christmas Interior

Geometries e Grimmless), Macadamia
has been a journey within ourselves

and the performers who have been

collaborating with us for years. The

material put into play belongs to the

most intimate and private sphere of

all of us. The artistic transfiguration

elaborated is a long process – made of

flashes of inspiration and setbacks –

but for sure it is an adventure with the

right people as a good starting point.

We do not care about the final

destination: we let our experiences,

our flaws flow and we confide in our

hearts. With MNB it has been a

journey in the night, painful and

apparently endless. The brutality of

the work is an amplification of deep

uneasiness, compared to the sorry

situation Italy is in at the moment,

culturally speaking. We are tired of

the entertainment, of false values

linked to success and self-abuse,

exasperated by a government raising

the blank, we cry out with all the

breath we have to stop this ride

towards useless things.

Alessandra Coretti: I would like you to

talk about your aptitude for remixing

different materials on scene, which

references does your scenic approach

feed on?

Ricci/Forte: Ours is also a work of

quotations, crossover, interferences,

combinations of Rauschenbergian

memory, assembles of objets trouvés

coming from visual arts,

advertisement, videoclip, musicals, B-

movies, comic books, fashion, design,

etc… to satisfy, stimulate the
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spectator to build a codified shareable

imaginary. Then when it seems we are

throwing him a life preserve, we let

him sort things out by himself.

Alessandra Coretti: At this point, I

would ask you to make a reflection on

the role of the spectator, who at your

shows is not an impartial witness of a

story, but rather an explorer, de-

constructor and new producer of

sense. In Macadamia Nut Brittle, the

actors’ words seem to be sharp

instruments aiming at vivisecting

specific feelings. Do you think that the

identity of the show changes

according to the spectator and to the

respective modality of “feeling”?

Ricci/Forte: Theatre, today, is the only

way to be in real contact with other

people. Only through an unarmed

honesty , with no scenic fictions, but

returned with a poetic, not

minimalistic personal vision, it is

possible to originate that vital spark

allowing the audience to identify

himself in those lacerations that

performers live and treat himself to

that doubts heritage which will help

him to move his own shadow, to put

in context what he sees; to choose or

conquer a stereoscopic miltiple-lane

vision, like on freeways, allowing the

spectator to be active part in it and

from more slants: loopholes –

disturbing like an open-eyes

nightmare – in which to observe the

world and the tragic flashes of History.

Alessandra Coretti: In conclusion I ask

you: what was the starting point of

your theatrical research? Towards

which direction is it heading to?

Ricci/Forte: We started years ago

from the subversion of an established

and dusty order in its stale dogma.

The end of an era and a new one

getting its upper hand. Places and

historic moments in which you could

perceive the radical change. With an

omnivorous appetite for knowledge,

we are always training. Now we will

be heading anywhere in the world in

which question marks still rain down

helping us to get back our essence

button to the present time we live in.

A modern world and a live time, far

away from those aquariums and the

comfortable well-cut hedges. Like the

mariner of Pessoa said: the other

countries’ seas is beautiful, the one

we never crossed and we probably

never will see.
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A New Documentation. An Interview To Joao
Vasco Paiva

Robin Peckham

Jo,o Vasco Paiva (n. 1979) is a

Portuguese artist based in Hong Kong

since 2006. He has taught at the City

University of Hong Kong School of

Creative Media and Hong Kong Art

School/ RMIT University. With a

background in painting and advanced

training in media technology, his work

is characterized by the appropriation

of observed phenomena, mapping

apparently random situations and

presenting them in an aesthetically

organized framework through video,

audiovisual performance, recording,

and installation.

One of his best known projects in this

rubric is Experiments on the Notation
of Shapes (2010): taking the city as a

sculptural playground, two

projections present images of the

Hong Kong skyline at a distance:

largely still, contemplative, and gray,

they offer a dispassionate glimpse of

urban planning and architectonic

monumentality. Facing the ceiling in a

box on the floor, a monitor depicts a

different vision, frenetically winding

through back alleys and service roads

amidst the architecture of spectacle,

and generating an audio signal that is,

in turn, modulated in frequency by the

projected images. The resulting

cocoon of sound and image runs the

gamut of the urban experience, from

the quietest moments of stillness to

the madness of the intersection.

More recently, the project Forced
Empathy (2011) consists of a single-

channel video, a kinetic sculpture, and

a series of prints. A number of floating

objects in the harbor of Hong Kong

subject to wind, waves, and other

factors causing them to bob and

sway, sometimes gently but other

times rather wildly, are recorded by a

stationary camera.

When edited, the filmic object is

computationally “forced” to remain

stable and equidistant from all edges

of the frame, such that the

background environment inversely
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adopts the motion of the floating

platform and takes on the role of

visual noise. A wooden sculpture of

the floating object is kinetically

animated to inversely follow the

motion of the video, causing a

moment of confused parallelism in

flat image and habitable space.

Behind this kinetic moment of

mimicry sits a simple graphic print, an

abstraction of the harbor background.

His aesthetics often emerges at the

point where generative processes

come into contact with urban

topographies, exploring control

through randomness and quotation.

The work discussed here is concerned

with new modalities of

documentation that rewrite originary

aesthetics—creating new worlds as it

restructures our shared sphere of

perception.

As Paiva prepares his latest solo

exhibition, Palimpsest, which consists

of an electronic installation,

generative video, prints, and paintings

based on the non-space of the mass

transit station, he responds to a few

questions about the role of new

media in his practice and the status of

the outsider in cosmopolitan Hong

Kong. The exhibition opens at

Saamlung in Hong Kong on 18

November.

Robin Peckham: Let’s start with the

obvious question that everyone has

been asking about this exhibition

project. You were originally trained as

a painter, but you’re best known for

your work with generative aesthetics

and digital media. Why return to

painting in this case? And what’s the

relationship between these different

categories of techniques in your

practice?

Jo,o Vasco Paiva: The initial concept

of this project was to encrypt a variety

of visual and audible information that

is characteristic of Hong Kong subway

stations. Through a compromised

translation, my intention was to

reduce this content to its basic

features while keeping the formal

aspects of the objects that bares it. In

this case, the paintings deal with

content that already existed in a two-

dimensional form. The need of doing

this right now comes from a growing

interest in the structural and formal

aspects of information that already

exists in bi-dimensional support.

To highlight these aspects, I encrypt
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them in traditional materials and

supports. To elevate these simple

forms to another status by painting

them-isolating and framing them in

order to display them in a gallery-

represents an act of appropriation

that extends the readymade, a return

not to painting as a performative

action but as an object. My practice is

not reducible to any single medium.

Each medium and process I work with

is chosen according to the necessity

of each specific project.

The way I approach different

mediums, whether they are digital or

analog, respects the premise that

each different scene requires a certain

medium to document it. By selecting

what kind of information I want to

gather and transpose, I select the

most appropriate technique to do so.

When this decision is made, I try to

deconstruct the mediated process

that encompasses that technique.

Robin Peckham: The central physical

object in your recent work has been a

series of turnstiles derived from those

in the Hong Kong subway and light

rail system (known as the MTR). Why

are you interested in this kind of

aesthetics, and how do you define this

sort of non-place (the subway station)

with a heavy sense of place

embedded in it (the locality of Hong

Kong)?

Jo,o Vasco Paiva: Besides being gates,

the turnstiles encrypt the flow of

people entering and leaving the

subway stations. I am interested in

using this kind of rhythm, random and

spontaneous, as a composition tool.

As in my previous exhibition, “Forced

Empathy,” I want to isolate a certain

rhythm and use it to activate the

same kind of object (somehow

turning away from data visualization)

and fabricate a situation in which the

information can be observed not in a

pure state but in the animation of the

object that encrypts it.

Where, in that past project, video was

the method to encrypt the movement

of an object-and therefore this

movement was applied to the

behavior of the video itself-here I

wanted to grab the data of people

crossing the turnstiles, but instead of

transforming it into something else I

wanted to use the same object to

display this data. The object keeps the

same formal aspects of the original

one, including the produced sound
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and movement, but it is electronically

automated. On the other hand, the

turnstiles are a strong reference to the

idea of access, and my interest in

non-places, comes along with the

kind of access to information that one

can have in such spaces. I am

particularly interested in digging out

hidden scores from certain situations,

and to create enclosed systems fed by

information retrieved in advance.

In Hong Kong, my personal

experience as a foreigner, deprived of

access to information and keeping a

certain distance from the linguistic

attributes of the surrounding culture,

made me focus on this kind of

experience. While certain information

is not accessible to me, I am

compelled to focus on another kind of

information, more raw and

“primordial,” in some way. Non-places

like subway stations are discharged of

these layers of superficial cultural

material, but they still maintain

attributes-more primary ones-that are

essential characteristics of the same

culture.

Robin Peckham: In what ways does

this turnstile object-a kinetic

sculpture of sorts-reflect your

ongoing interest in electronic media?

Does it somehow link the new media

circle within which your work is

largely known and a broader sense of

exhibition production? I know you

have consistently rejected the label of

“media artist.”

Jo,o Vasco Paiva: Well, it would be

more adequate to say I reject the label

of “new media artist,” because my

work is not restricted to the

computation and information that is

passed through bits. I do not see a

great difference between these

circles. Technology has always been

present in art making, and personally I

would divide artists not in terms of

the technology used but rather the

use they give to it. The role that

technology has in artistic practice

differs from painter to painter as well

as from new media artist to new

media artist. Personally, in my

practice, I assume the role of
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technology in the documentation

process-this process extends through

every medium.

The turnstile is a sensor. In it, the act

of sensing the physical world is

obvious and amplified, going

completely against the new

technological developments that

pursue invisibility and space ecology.

That was what first attracted me to it-

we could call it a monument to the

acts of mapping and encrypting, not

only to control, but to the idea of

gaining a very basic knowledge: how

many and with what frequency

individuals have passed through it.

And again, there is also the idea of

access, the access that I have to

information, the access that new

media experts will have to the

paintings, and so on.

Robin Peckham: The paintings in this

exhibition are based on visual

materials from those same MTR

stations and platforms like

advertisements, station maps, and

wayfinding aids, but you have

abstracted all of the textual (and

some of the graphic) information.

What is the impetus in this kind of

treatment?

Jo,o Vasco Paiva:As I mentioned

before, I wanted to remove any kind

of additional information from the

objects. The paintings keep the same

formal attributes of the design that

was made to contain information, so,

when this information is removed, the

design becomes the information

itself-the basic attributes of a

painting, color, composition, and

structure. The impetus is to reduce

the transmission of information to its

basic features-forms, shapes, and

colors-that can be recognizable

despite cultural and social

backgrounds and apart from any

culturally constructed knowledge and

language.

At the same time I intend to highlight

the aesthetic components that

feature in a so-called “non-space.”

While a non-place is defined as a

place with no cultural content, my

project contradicts this by concluding

that a “non-place” represents a

cultural and social space that still

characterizes the population. In a

global context, these non-places are

circulation places for the masses, and

we spend a quantifiable part of our

life in them. They are a symbol of our
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time, and end up by influencing us as

well.

Maya Deren claimed, while she was

documenting rituals in Haiti, that a

culture is characterized by the

movement of its individuals-I agree

with that, and believe that it can also

be characterized by any kind of visual

or audio stimulus that translates its

very core. These characteristics are

more significant than the factors that

are traditionally the object of study,

because they can be perceived by

anyone.

Robin Peckham: In a sense this marks

a rejection of the linguistic turn, which

gained currency in the art world in the

form of discursive production some

two decades after its rise in

Continental philosophy. Does your

embrace of the painting as an object

instead say something about a new,

parallel turn today? And, as you are a

non-Cantonese speaker from Portugal

based in the former British colony of

Hong Kong, does this new turn have

something to do with the a priori

status of the global art world today?

Jo,o Vasco Paiva:Yes, in a way. The

fact that I do not understand

Cantonese, neither spoken nor

written, makes me experience Hong

Kong with a certain level of

abstraction. Even so, I feel familiar

with the place, and while this has

been a barrier for interaction, it is at

the same time a liberating factor.

Certain aspects, non-textual but

purely visual and sonic, allow me to

live here in privacy while still

maintaining an intimate relation to my

surroundings.

I could say that these aspects are

characteristic of the place and in that

sense I wouldn’t say that my work

presents a rejection of the linguistic

turn, but perhaps rather research on

the very core of language itself-visual

and sonic language. Hong Kong allows

me to retain a desired distance from

my subject matter, an outsider

position that enables abstraction and,

therefore, a focus on visual and sonic

structure.

http://joaovascopaiva.com/projects/
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Notes On Cyber-minotaurs And Immedia. The Opacity Of Immaterial Signs
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Urban Escapism – Part 1. The Thousand Lights Of Tokyo’s Streets
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Ricci/forte. A Mash-up Of Uneasiness And Perversion
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